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Abstract
The Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at KEK designed the RF gun with Cs2Te photo-cathode for
the Laser Undulator Compact X-ray source (LUCX) and ATF linac. The first gun made at KEK
was based on Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) gun design. Subsequently many
improvements were made and an improved gun design was established. Based on the improved
gun, eight guns were made by KEK and installed at various institutions in Japan. The expertise
thus evolved at KEK for the RF guns from 2002 to 2008. The next request was now to further
reduce the beam emittance and make beam energy spread stable over wider range in laser
injection phase. It was also essential to increase the charge per bunch and number of bunches
per train for increasing the x-ray flux from the LUCX. Around 2005, the Linac Coherent Light
Source (LCLS) group at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) suggested that by increasing
mode separation, more stability over injection phase variations could be achieved. LCLS group
changed their own design to increase the mode separation up to 15 MHz. Following this
approach, we decided to increase the mode separation. An advantage in our case is that we also
made a new profile for the new gun to achieve high Q (unloaded quality factor) and high shunt
impedance.
In this thesis we discuss the evolution of the design of the new gun structure and the procedure
which we established to fabricate and process the RF gun. We show the experimental results of
measurements and details of the tuning process to achieve the desired frequency at π mode of
2856 MHz with mode separation of 8.6 MHz maintaining the field balance at 1.0. The new gun
has higher Q, higher shunt impedance and large mode separation than any gun made at KEK as
well as the LCLS gun or the BNL gun. The observed dark currents are also less than earlier gun.
Our experience with new large mode separation gun coupled with 130 MV/m fields and Cs2Te
cathode is a very essential experience for making Cs2Te a well acceptable material for photo
cathode guns.
Beam dynamics simulations were done to estimate the trends of parameter variations. At present,
PARMELA, ASTRA, GPT are the three most widely used codes for beam dynamics simulations of
the RF guns. We decided to use ASTRA for the beam dynamics simulations of new RF gun mainly
because it is much simple to use, free-of-charge and has been bench marked using many new RF
gun.
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The main focus of beam quality measurement was to compare the parameters for new RF gun
with those for the old RF gun, where ever possible. The dependence of emittance was measured
as a function of solenoid field, laser injection phase, laser spot size and charge. These
measurements played crucial role to fix the optimum operational parameters for the RF gun. We
measured the emittance value of 1.89 π-mm-mrad at 1nC charge. Efforts are on-going to check
system alignment to push this emittance down to 1.0 π-mm-mrad. Variation in energy spread over
the injection phase was also a parameter that we focused upon. The larger mode separation helps
to maintain low energy spread over wider phase range. This was observed after careful
experimentation.
The thermal emittance issue is discussed in the thesis. We try to estimate the thermal emittance
using an indirect method. Direct measurement was not possible due to various limitations of the
present setup. We propose to measure the thermal emittance by direct method in near future and
we are making changes in our setup accordingly. We conclude that the three step model as it
exists today is not sufficient to explain the measured value of thermal emittance for
semiconductor photocathode. Hence detailed study will be helpful to understand the complexities
of factors involved, which affect the thermal emittance.
Another striking feature of the work done at LUCX is to establish the methods for generation of
long multi bunch beam. We succeeded in generating 100-bunches with 0.5 nC per bunch at 40
MeV with peak to peak energy difference less than 0.7%. In other experiment we generate low
energy beam of 5 MeV. In this case we succeed to generate 300-bunches with 0.55 nC per bunch
with peak to peak energy difference less than 0.85%. These results are very important results for
our efforts to make 8000-bunches per train as a first step. We hope to achieve this goal by the end
of this year (2010).
At LUCX we are trying to establish the generation of very long pulse trains and we wish to
achieve 8000 bunches per train. The future of compact x-ray sources will depend on how long
trains with high charge and low energy difference. It will be possible in few years to get very high
flux x-ray from such sources. The present thesis is focused on new design of large mode
separation gun, fabrication and tuning of the gun. Then tuning this gun to get a low emittance
beam and there after generate 300-bunches per train is described.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
The Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) group at KEK designed the RF gun system with Cs2Te photocathode for the Laser Undulator Compact X-ray source (LUCX) and ATF main linac. The first
gun made at KEK was based on Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) gun design.
Subsequently many improvements were made and an improved gun design was established.
Based on the improved gun, eight guns were made by KEK and installed at various institutions in
Japan. The expertise thus evolved at KEK for RF guns from 2002 to 2008. The next request was
now to further reduce the beam emittance and make beam energy spread stable over wider range
in laser injection phase. It was also essential to increase the charge per bunch and number of
bunches per train for increasing the x-ray flux from the LUCX. Around 2005, the Linac Coherent
Light Source (LCLS) group at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) suggested that by
increasing mode separation, more stability over phase variations could be achieved. LCLS
changed their own design to increase the mode separation up to 15 MHz. Following this
approach, we decided to increase the mode separation up to 9 MHz. An advantage in our case is
that we also made a new profile for the new gun to achieve high Q (unloaded quality factor) and
high shunt impedance.

Our experience with new large mode separation gun coupled with 130 MV/m fields and Cs2Te
cathode is a very essential experience for making Cs2Te a well acceptable material for photo
cathode guns. In addition, we also produced 300 bunches per train and established the multi
bunch generation. Our plan to achieve 8000 bunches per train will clearly establish the
technology and method for future applications.
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1.1: RF gun at LUCX
The Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) was proposed at KEK and started operating around 1995 [1].
The original ATF linac had a thermionic gun as the source. With the popularity of RF gun on rise,
RF gun activity was started at ATF and an RF gun was successfully installed thus replacing the
thermionic gun from ATF linac. At present, we can generate 1 to 20 bunch beam at the ATF RF
gun. A similar gun was made at the Laser Undulator Compact X-ray Source (LUCX) facility at
KEK [2, 3]. The parameters were tested successfully and the gun was found working well. A 3
meter long travelling wave linac was later on added to generate 45 MeV electron beam with 100
bunches per train [4].
The main reason to construct LUCX was to initiate the study of Inverse Compton Scattering
using multi bunch beam. Collaboration was formed and efforts were initiated to make a collision
chamber. This chamber is a 2-mirror system to build up the laser peak power and then to collide
the laser pulses with the electron beam. Due to this chamber; the peak power of laser becomes
high and the flux of x-rays obtained after the collision increases. This novel idea was tested
successfully in 2009 [5, 6].
The next stage is to initiate efforts which will help to increase the flux of the x-rays. The LUCX
setup was not sufficient to obtain a high flux and so many up gradations were necessary.
1.1.2: New RF gun design:
RF photocathode gun work is on-going at LUCX for long time. The original gun design was
based on the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) RF gun [7]. After establishing the
technology and operational experience, eight identical RF guns were made and at present are
operational at many universities in Japan. Worldwide such efforts were made and the BNL gun
was established as a standard model for the RF gun structures.
The BNL gun gives a low emittance beam and stable operation for low repetition rate. But as the
demand to further reduce the emittance and increase the charge started increasing, it became
essential to check new options and profiles which will help reduce emittance. In 2003, the Linac
Coherent Light Source (LCLS) group at Stanford Linear Accelerator Center (SLAC) decided to
change the gun profile to make the emittance further low. LCLS changed the gun cavity profile
and they chose elliptical cavities with race track layout [8]. LCLS gun also has a dual feed to
input RF power from two ports. It is proposed to operate at 120 Hz rep rate. The emittance value
will go down due to profile changes. The most important feature for the LCLS gun is the
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increased mode separation from 4 MHz to 15 MHz. LCLS suggested to increase the separation
between the operational (π) mode and the lower (Zero) mode. They predicted that this will make
emittance more stable over large laser injection phase variations. Following their approach,
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) also increased the mode separation of the gun
from 4 MHz to 12 MHz [9]. The Swiss Light Source (SLS) also initiated design studies for
similar concept [10]. Most recently, Pohang Light Source has proposed similar changes [11, 12].
Following the same approach, it was decided to make a new RF gun at LUCX with increased
mode separation. We decided to increase the mode separation from 3 MHz to 9 MHz. We also
decided to make high Q and high shunt impedance structure [13]. This will increase the energy of
beam coming out of the gun. So we achieve high mode separation, high Q and high shunt
impedance. This makes this design very useful for many applications.
1.2: What happens if the mode separation increases?
It has been shown that large mode separation in RF photo cathode gun can enhance the
performance of the RF Gun [1]. Mode separation is the difference between π mode frequency and
Zero mode frequency. In the standard BNL gun, the mode separation was 4 MHz. At LUCX old
gun we achieved a separation of about 3.5 MHz.
To see the effect of increased mode separation we recall the standing wave cavity model and
perform some basic analysis. When the RF gun is excited at π mode frequency, the zero mode
fields can also get excited. The zero mode fields on cathode can degrade the emittance.

Pi
Pe
Pc

Pr

Fig. 1.1: The standing wave cavity model

In the figure, Pi is the incident power; Pr the reflected power, Pe is the emitted power and Pc is the
power dissipated in the cavity. Let ωo be the resonant frequency and Q0 the unloaded quality
factor. The fields inside the cavity E are related to the power P as:

P = kE 2
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where k is a constant of proportionality. We define Ei as the incident field; Er the reflected field
and Ee as the emitted field. Using the standard wave cavity model we can state that, the fields in
the cavity at time t,

dEe
2β
=
Ei
dt
(1 + β )

Ee + t F

where the filling time tf is given by as t F =

2QL

ω0

and β is the coupling constant

Solving the above equation,

Ee =

−t
2β
Ei (1 − e t F )
(1 + β )

We define:

β=

Pe
Pc

∴ PC = β Pe
PC = β kEe2
=

−
4β
P 2 (1 − e
2 i
(1 + β )

t

tf

)2

Now for a standard cavity, shunt impedance is defined as:

R0T 2 =

V2
Pc

QL =

Q is defined as:

Q0
1+ β

Therefore the energy gain can be,

V = (1 − e

− t

tF

) (

2β
R
Pi
)ω0t F
(1 + β )
Q0

Thus we can calculate the cathode fields for operation in π mode. Now we define that the zero
mode as: f0= fπ -Δf where Δf is the mode separation. We then define the tuning angle as:

tan(ψ ) = 2QL

Δf
f
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The magnitude of zero mode fields will vary with the tuning angle ψ. Thus zero mode fields will
be much less as compared to π mode for higher Δf [14]. In other words, the magnitude of zero
mode cathode fields will be a function of Δf. This is shown in Fig. 1.2.
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π mode Cathode Field: 130 MV/m
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Fig. 1.2: Zero mode cathode fields as a function of mode separation. The π mode field is 130
MV/m

Thus by increasing the mode separation, the zero mode fields on cathode can be reduced. This
will help to reduce the effects of zero mode fields on the beam dynamics. In particular this will be
more effective when the klystron pulse length is long. The simulated field pattern for the standing
wave fields at π and 0 modes is shown in Fig. 1.3
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Fig. 1.3: Fields inside a standing wave cavity
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5

By two frequency model simulations, it has been shown that by increasing the separation, the
minimum of emittance and energy spread is more stable over injection phase variations [10, 15].
With this motivation we designed the RF Gun at LUCX to achieve higher mode separation. We
have designed the cavities to achieve a mode separation of 8.6 MHz as against 3.5 MHz of
original cavity.
1.3: Other features
We experimentally found that the increased mode separation gun is more stable over the injection
phase variations. The emittance and energy spread varies less with the phase. This was predicted
by simulations by other groups. Our experimental results are described in chapter 5. We have
achieved a low emittance beam and the energy spread is stable over the injection phase variation.
We also changed the profile to achieve higher shunt impedance and higher quality factor. This
has helped us to achieve high gradient at the cathode which helps to reduce the emittance.
One of the most important differences between our gun and LCLS gun is that we use CesiumTelluride (Cs2Te) cathode while the LCLS uses copper as photo cathode. The quantum efficiency
(QE) of Cs2Te is much higher than that of copper and so we get a very high charge beam. We
have achieved a very low dark current and very high field gradient.
1.4: Scope of current work
The work done in past 2 years at LUCX is focused to design, fabricate and test the new RF gun.
Once we achieve a stable value of low emittance, we plan to investigate the parameters that limits
in achieving further low emittance at high charge. This will help us to further reduce the
emittance value.
Generation of multi bunch beam is other important area on which we are focusing. Our aim is to
achieve a long pulse trains with high charge. We propose to achieve a very low peak to peak
energy difference in bunch train. At present we have achieved peak to peak difference less than
0.8% and we wish to push it further down. This will be a very good achievement and will boost
our research to produce multi pulse x-rays using inverse Compton scattering.
Chapter 2 gives an outline of LUCX setup and the devices that we handle and tune. It also lists
our measurement methods and the procedures we invented to make measurements straight
forward and easy to initiate. The key of our stable operations lies in the fact that the machine
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design is simple and the operation is with least possible troubles. We have done lots of efforts to
maintain and up grade the system.
Chapter 3 provides the details of the changes made in the structure design to increase the mode
separation. We have opted for curved geometry. One of the main issue was location of brazing
joint in the full cell. The design was discussed and fabrication drawings were made. Eventually
the RF gun was fabricated in KEK workshop. We faced no serious issues in the brazing joint
which is not centered on full cavity. This joint, the tuning and other details are also described in
chapter 3.
The beam dynamics simulations of new gun were done using a code ASTRA. Chapter 4
summarizes the beam dynamic simulation result of the new gun structure. After making the gun,
it was installed in the existing LUCX facility. Detail measurements were done for the new gun
and operation parameters were finalized. Measurement results are summarized in Chapter 5. In
the same chapter we describe our procedure for conditioning the gun.
It has been proposed to generate a very long pulse train under the Quantum Beam Project at Japan
[16]. In phase 1, using a super conducting linac 160,000 bunches per train will be accelerated. To
get a first hand experience of generation and acceleration of long pulse trains, simulations were
done to establish multi bunch generation mechanism. In particular, we proposed to generate 8000
bunch per train at 5 MeV and 100 bunches per train at 40 MeV. 40nC in 100 bunches at 40 MeV
was successfully accelerated and the results are listed in Chapter 6. The most difficult part was
the acceleration of 8000 bunches. The linac offers a high loading so we removed the linac and
thus made system of low energy operation. After careful tuning, we succeeded in generating and
accelerating 300 bunches per train with total charge of 160 nC. The limit of 300 came from the
limitation of the Pockels cell. This result is one of the most striking results of the work done here.
This result makes way for longer train acceleration and we have already made plans to accelerate
up to 8000 bunches in one train by the end of year 2010.
The work done at LUCX is already opening up new work areas. The experience of multi bunch
generation, in particular, is very valuable. This is mainly because the future linacs will demand
long bunch-trains, with high charge and high rep rates to push the limits of the compact sources.
The flux from such sources at present is just short of second generation sources. With maturity of
laser technology and with long bunch-train expertise, the compact machines will reach a higher
flux. Thus this field will compete with light sources. The other main aspect of the compact
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sources is that such sources are relatively cheaper than the synchrotron sources. Hence, these
sources are becoming popular.
When we look from application point of view; the small setups are more favorable in medical,
industrial or any university setup. Simple system with good design will help reduce the down
time of any accelerator and thus serve the user in a much better way.
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Chapter 2: The LUCX setup

LUCX is a research collaboration between KEK, Kyoto University and Waseda University.
LUCX started as RF Gun Test Bench (RFGTB) when a RF gun was developed for experimental
purpose. A 3 meter long travelling linac was then added and the generation of 100 multi bunch
beam was achieved. The main focus of LUCX, of course, was to collide laser pulses with electron
bunches from multi bunch beam for generation of multi pulse X-rays. This was achieved in 2009.
The x-ray flux of LUCX was low, as expected, and hence an improvement effort is on-going. In
the modified setup, a new RF gun, separate RF source for the gun and the linac and a four mirror
cavity are planned. The ultimate aim of LUCX is to establish technologies to achieve the photon
flux of order of 1010 or more photons/sec and thus become a comparable, compact and cheap
light source.

In this chapter, we present the features of LUCX and explain the instrumentations that we design,
tune and maintain to make precision measurements for various experiments.

The LUCX Logo (designed by K. Sakaue)
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2.1: The LUCX Injector and accelerator
The Laser Undulator Compact X-ray Source facility, called LUCX, is the research facility at
KEK for Inverse Compton Scattering experiment [1, 2, and 3]. LUCX is a 45 MeV linac test
bench to think and try new ideas of acceleration, compensation and x-ray generation as shown in
Fig. 2.1. The setup is shown in Fig. 2.9 later on in the chapter.

Fig. 2.1: The LUCX beam line

The LUCX accelerator has a RF photo cathode gun as the source followed by 3 meter long
Travelling Wave Constant Gradient (TWCG) accelerator.
2.1.1: RF gun
The old RF gun at LUCX was a BNL Type IV gun with 3.5 MHz mode separation [4]. We
changed this gun to new RF Gun with higher mode separation and curved internal surface. The
details of new gun are listed in Chapter 3. The new gun is a two cell structure operating at π mode.
Like most of accelerators the gun structure also is a cylindrical structure with TM010 as dominant
mode. Such structures do have a dipole and quadrupole mode defects and hence the resultant
emittance will be higher than similar frequency gun with corrections applied for these modes. To
reduce the effect of dipole defects, dual feed configuration can be used. To reduce the effect of
quadrupole modes, race track structures are proposed and used [5, 6 and 7]. Use of elliptical cells
can reduce the surface fields. We have not, as yet, initiated elliptical and or race track structures
to avoid fabrication difficulties. Our focus is to achieve ~ 1 π emittance with our gun design at 1
nC charge.
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The operational principle of RF photo cathode gun is shown in Fig. 2.2. The incoming laser
profile and power is a crucial parameter. We need to choose as high power with a choice of
profile to suit our use. Once the laser power is fixed, the quantum efficiency of the photo cathode
material will define the electron bunch charge and hence the second important choice to be done
is the photo cathode material. The third key issue to decide is the cavity structure. We discuss the
laser and photo cathode choice in this chapter while the structure details are listed in Chapter 3.
The outgoing electron bunch parameters depend on the laser choice, the photo cathode material
choice and the structure design. In addition to above, the surface conditions and the field at the
cathode also affect the beam quality. To achieve a low emittance beam it is essential to monitor
each of these parameters and hence the RF gun technology needs careful checking at each stage.

Fig. 2.2: Operation principle of RF gun

2.1.2: Photo cathode at LUCX
The photo cathode choice is one of the main decisions to be made when one chooses the RF gun
technology. In RF gun the bunch charge depends on the laser power and the choice of photo
cathode material. The user can choose a metallic photocathode or a semiconductor photocathode.
The LCLS group uses Copper as photocathode material. The main disadvantage in this case is
that the efficiency to conversion from photon to electron is very low for copper and hence to
generate very high charge bunches, laser power goes high and so the cost of laser system rises. To
achieve a high bunch charge, at LUCX we chose semiconductor material Cesium-Telluride
(Cs2Te) as the photocathode.
The Cs2Te has comparatively low life time at peak quantum efficiency. The quantum efficiency
(QE) of Cs2Te decreases rapidly over time [8]. In our case we found the QE dropped to about 3
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0.5% in about a month after the coating. In our earlier gun, the cathode lasted for around 3 yrs
with ~ 0.3% QE in high fields of about 130 MV/m despite of long operations. The successful
operation with Cs2Te photo cathode in presence of fields over 130 MV/m at LUCX is a
significant achievement to boost the user’s confidence of many labs in the world to switch to
Cs2Te photocathode.
Our system uses a molybdenum plug inserted in the RF gun via load lock mechanism. As an
initial conditioning before the Cs2Te coating, the plug is inserted at the cathode position and
subjected to high fields of over 130 MV/m. The plug is cleaned through this conditioning, and at
the completion of the process it is transferred to the coating unit in a vacuum chamber. Once the
plug is inside the coating chamber, a 10 nm thick coating of Telluride is applied. Then the
Cesium deposition is commenced, and the quantum efficiency (QE) is monitored over time. The
photo current peaks at some point, and then starts to fall. In our process, the coating is
discontinued when a stable QE of nearly 4% is reached. Next, the QE is measured as a function of
photon energy. Figure 2.3 shows the LUCX coating data in blue dots and the data from Powell in
brown dots [9]. When we use this photo cathode in our gun with our laser system, we easily
achieve a charge of around 1 nC per bunch and stable operation with a gradient of 110 MV/m or
higher.

Fig. 2.3: Measured dependence of quantum efficiency on incident photon energy. The
blue curve corresponds to the LUCX data. The brown points correspond to the data
from Powell from Ref. 9
In our setup, we achieve high charge per bunch with our laser system and we achieved stable,
long operations and hence the choice of Cs2Te is well justified for us.
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2.1.3: Laser system
Along with the gun structure and cathode, choice of laser system is a defining parameter. In RF
gun, the laser strikes the photo cathode and an electron bunch is generated. The laser profile
defines the bunch profile. The laser power defines the bunch charge. The phase at which laser is
injected defines the bunch exit energy. The stability of laser defines the operational stability of
the system. Hence, stable laser system with low jitter is needed.
Our laser system is a multi pulse laser system [10]. The seed laser is Time Bandwidth
Neodymium Vanadate (Nd: YVO4) mode locked oscillator with a 357 MHz frequency. The
average power is 7W at 1064 nm wavelength and pulse duration is 7ps (FWHM). The infrared
(IR) pulses produced at 2.8ns (corresponding to 357MHz) pass through a Faraday isolator F1 into
a Pockels Cell PC1. The Pockels cell chooses the number of pulses depending on the choice of
user. In May 2010, we installed a new fast rise time Pockels cell and now it is possible to choose
up to 8000 pulses for operation. The earlier Pockels cell had limitation of minimum 4 to
maximum 300 pulses only. The selected pulses pass through double pass amplifier AMP1 and
then through Pockels Cell PC2 to enhance the contrast ratio. Then it passes again through an
Amplifier AMP2. The high-power pulses are then passed through non linear optics BBO crystals
to produce the fourth harmonic. The final outcome is a 266 nm ultraviolet (UV) laser with a pulse
length of 12.5 ps (FWHM). Figure 2.4 shows the schematic of laser system.
Table 2.1: Power of laser pulse at various stage
Oscillator output

7

W

Frequency

357

MHz

Power per pulse

19.6

nJ

2 Amplifier Double Pass

39

μJ

IR to UV conversion

3.9

μJ (Incident on photo cathode)

QE

0.3

No. of photons incident

5.25 x1012

Bunch Charge

2.5

%

nC (variable)
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Fig 2.4: LUCX laser system (image courtesy K. Sakaue)

2.2: Travelling wave accelerator
The LUCX main accelerator is a 3 m long Travelling Wave Constant Gradient linac made by
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries. The TWCG structure is a disc loaded structure operating at 2π/3
mode. The end cells are matching cells in which power coupling slots are made. The power enters
through a coupling slot in matching cell number 1 and exits through coupling slot at matching cell
number 2 at exit. The bunch can be launched at any phase by varying the phase through phase
shifter. To achieve a low energy spread we launch the bunch off-crest and hence have slightly
low energy than we can achieve through this linac. Figure 2.5 shows the TWCG linac at LUCX
while Fig. 2.6 shows the field pattern simulated using beam simulation code ASTRA for the linac.
The parameters are listed in Table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Linac parameters
Frequency

2856

Mode of operation

2π/3

Shunt Impedance

60

MΩ/ m

Attenuation

0.57

np

Filling Time

0.830

ms

Peak Field

20

MV/m

Number of accelerating cells

84

Number of Coupler Cells

02

VSWR

1.01

Q

12000

Group velocity

0.0204c- 0.0065c
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MHz

Fig. 2.5: TWCG linac at LUCX

Fig. 2.6: Field pattern generated by ASTRA for TWCG structure

2.2.1: RF power system
In our setup we use 80MW Toshiba E3712 Klystron as RF source. The klystron has 4 μs pulse
width. To achieve high power needed to compensate high charge multi bunch beam, we use a
Resonant Ring Power Compressor (RRCS) type pulse compressor scheme [11]. This scheme is
like the SLAC Energy Doubler (SLED) [12, 13] scheme with the main difference that SLED is a
standing wave type resonator while RRCS uses travelling wave resonator. Using a phase switcher,
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the phase of first 3 μs of RF pulse power is switched-off by 180 deg. During this time, the RF
power builds up into the resonant ring and is stored in the cavity. At end of 3 μs, the phase is
switched back and the stored power from cavity adds up with the power coming from klystron, at
the linac port. We usually operate the Klystron at 41.7 MW power. Hence after using the RRCS
instead of 4 μs, 41.7 MW RF power, we achieve 1 μs, 135.5 MW peak power at the output of
RRCS. The input and output power structure is shown in Fig. 2.7. The multiplication factor in
this ideal case is around 5.25 where as we actually achieved a multiplication factor of around 3.25.
6
Output
Input
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Fig. 2.7: RF pulse compression using RRCS. Input waveform comes from the Klystron and output
is delivered to the linac port.

The power thus obtained from Klystron is further divided and attenuated before it goes to gun or
linac. Of the 135.5 MW power, 30% i.e. 40.6 MW goes to linac. Of the remaining 94.8 MW, 50%
goes to load and about 47.4 MW goes to RF gun. The existing power scheme is shown in Fig. 2.8.

Fig. 2.8: LUCX RF Power distribution (image courtesy M. Fukuda)
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2.3: Magnetic devices
The LUCX aims to focus beams to vertical size of less than 50 μm. To achieve this, high field
quadrupole magnets are inserted in the beam line.
As shown in Fig. 2.9 on next page, at the RF gun exit, a solenoid is placed to help the emittance
compensation. This solenoid focuses the electron beam to a minimum size, near the focal length,
at which the linac should be placed. We have introduced a 4-magnet Chicane after the solenoid.
This is needed to make space for a small mirror to incident laser on the photocathode nearly
perpendicular to the surface. The chicane bends in horizontal plane and takes the beam off-axis
and then brings it back on-axis. This bend, introduces a divergence to the beam, which may not
be fully recovered if the chicane is not neatly aligned. Thus the x-y asymmetry is introduced
which leads to different emittance values of x and y plane emittance in our case.
The chicane also serves as an energy slit in our case. If the energy spread is more than 1 MeV,
some part of the beam is cut off. In multi-bunch case, the chicane ensures that peak energy
difference is in acceptable range and this good quality beam is passed on to linac. If the energy
difference is too high, chicane blocks some bunches and further tuning is expected to correct for
the loss. Thus we ensure that a good quality beam appears at the entrance of the linac.
After the chicane, a quadrupole triplet (QA1G-3G) is inserted. This triplet can be used to ensure
that the beam size at the entrance of the linac is small and that the beam has a round shape. After
this triplet, the linac is placed to accelerate the beam to high energy. After the linac, two set of
doublets are introduced. The first doublet, QD1G and QF1G, focuses the beam at the collision
point (CP1G) to obtain 50 μm beam size in the vertical plane. Simulations show that this needs a
large compression and hence a large field is needed at the quadrupole. As a consequence, the
beam size increases rapidly after the minima at the collision point and the beam size will go on
increasing continuously. Hence, the second set of doublet, QD2G and QF2G, is used to re-focus
the beam to the dump.
The collision point is the location at which the electron beam collides with the laser. The
outgoing electrons and the generated X-rays are in the same direction. Hence, X-ray detection
will be impossible, unless we bend the beam. Therefore we use a bending magnet (BA1G) to
bend the beam in vertically downward direction to the dump.
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Fig. 2.9: Details of the old LUCX beam line. The beam line was modified in Mar 2010 after the
collision chamber.

2.4: Diagnostic and measurement setup
The location of monitors, BPM and ICT are shown in Fig. 2.9. Various measurements are done
using a combination of some diagnostic devices and magnets. We now list few essential things
about some devices and the way they are used. This section follows closely earlier work at LUCX
[10].
2.4.1: Current monitors
At LUCX we use Faraday Cup (FC) and Integrating Current Transformers (ICT) to monitor and
measure the beam current. Faraday Cup is a destructive type measurement setup. It is essentially
a high conducting, low Z metal cylinder with large thickness. Z is the atomic mass number. When
the electron hits this metal cup a proportional current is produced. The FC is isolated and hence
we get a direct measurement of electron beam charge.
In contrast, ICT is used to measure intensity of short bunches in a non-destructive way. The ICT
is a circular hollow disc type structure through which the beam passes through all the time. When
a bunch passes through the ICT, induced current flowing through ICT can be detected. The ICT
integrates the signal with a time constant and hence losses are suppressed. With sufficient fast rise
time ICT available commercially, ICT can be used to measure micro-bunch charge by proper
choice of time constant. Thus ICT is very useful in accelerator applications.
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2.4.2: Beam position monitor (BPM)
BPM, as the name suggests, is used to monitor the position of the beam to fix the beam orbit. At
LUCX we use button type BPM’s having four electrodes. When a bunch passes in between these
buttons, an image charge is induced on the diagonally opposite electrodes. The induced charge is
seen as a bi-polar signal pulse with the amplitude proportional to beam charge and the distance
from the beam. If the beam is passing off-axis, asymmetric charge is induced in a pair of buttons
and thus the beam position can be traced proportional to this asymmetry. Thereby we can fix the
position of beam in that particular BPM. Plotting the position of beam, in successive BPM’s,
gives the entire beam orbit from the gun to the dump.
2.4.3: Beam profile monitor
We use two types of screen monitors to observe the beam. A highly sensitive alumina fluorescent
plate (AF995R, Demarquest Co.) is selected for use as the screen material. The screen is made of
0.5% chromium oxide doped with alumina and reaches peak scintillation at a wavelength of 693
nm. A 100-μm thick screen is mounted on an inserting device at 45 deg relative to the beam. The
main disadvantage of this type of screen is a slight enlargement of the scintillation indicating a
larger beam size than that of the original beam. This disallows the use of the screen for precise
beam size measurements. But with its high sensitivity to even pico-ampere charge, the screen is
very useful for finding beams and monitoring dark currents. Thus, we use the screen mainly for
tuning and use an optical transition radiation (OTR) screen for beam size measurements.
The Optical Transition Radiation (OTR) method is mainly used to image the transverse profile of
beam. When the charged particle beam strikes a thin stainless steel plate, OTR radiation are seen
both in forward and backward direction. By inserting the metal disc at 45 deg, the backward OTR
can be diverted out of the beam plane, through a window onto a CCD camera. By observing these
radiations, we can build the beam profile in transverse planes.
In both case, the screen is initially calibrated using a known distance pattern. It could be a
marking on the screen or some small screw in the vicinity of the screen. The image of such
known device is obtained with a known magnification and there by microns per pixel ratio is
decided.
At LUCX we have 04 screens with OTR and DMQ setup. At all four locations, inserting device is
common with DMQ and OTR screen mounted one below other. Selecting DMQ brings the screen
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1 in front of the beam. Selecting OTR, the screen further moves down and stainless steel plate
faces the beam.
Fig. 2.10 shows beam profile obtained at same location using a DMQ and OTR screen. The fit is
obtained in each case and it shows the deviation in size obtained from both the methods.

a

b

Fig. 2.10: Beam profile images: (a) on DMQ screen at MS4G. The vertical beam size is 644 μm
(rms) (b) at same location on OTR screen the vertical beam size is 425 μm (rms)

2.5: Beam energy spread measurements
The beam energy spread measurements are done using screen MS4G OTR. Initially, the beam
profile is observed on this screen. The phase of injection for RF Gun is adjusted to minimize the
spread. The linac phase is also set so as to obtain minimum energy spread on the screen. The
crucial part is to calibrate the screen pixel to the energy spread. This is done by using the analyzer
magnet and time delay units. To begin with, the analyzer magnet is set to current so that the beam
appears at center of the screen. The beam injection is then delayed in steps. This changes the
beam energy and the beam moves on the screen. Average value of beam position and the error is
noted. For each case, the current of analyzer magnet is then varied to bring the beam to center
position and corresponding energy is recorded. Thus we get screen pixel as a function of beam
energy. This calibration is used to measure the energy spread.
Using the same screen MS4G OTR, the magnet and the BPM near the screen it is possible to find
out bunch-to-bunch energy difference. This is not directly measured value but estimated using the
BPM-magnet-screen combination. As before, energy spread for less number of bunch is measured
using screen as discussed above. There after a multi bunch beam with 100 bunches is launched.
We know the mean energy from 4 bunch measurement at which the analyzer magnet current is
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fixed. The 100 bunches pass through the magnet and through the BPM. Since the energy of
bunches is different from the mean energy, they trace a different path through the BPM and the
position can be recorded. The difference in position is correlated to difference in energy and thus
we can know the bunch-to-bunch energy variation. For 4 bunch mode, we can thus measure
energy spread of the bunch while for 100 bunch beam we can not measure individual bunch
energy spread but bunch to bunch energy deviation can be found. Thus we measure the peak to
peak energy difference for multi bunch beam which is very important parameter. If the beam
loading is compensated properly, the peak to peak variation for 100 bunches is less than 1%.
2.6: Start up and beam based alignment
Like any other accelerator, starting up the LUCX and setting base parameters is the most critical
part. LUCX is shut down each day and hence on each day at start up we have established a
procedure to ensure that the beam quality is nearly same as on the day before. Initial quality
assessment and tuning is done to stabilize the machine and there after experiments can be done as
per the plan of the day.
After warming up of the system, laser profile is measured as a starting point. The laser intensity is
measured each day. The system is then turned on and all the magnets are switched off except the
bending magnet. The beam is turned ON and beam current is measured. The first step is to ensure
the beam center alignment with the solenoid magnet. This is done using a beam based alignment
(BBA). The solenoid current is varied from optimum solenoid current by plus and minus 5 A. At
each setting of solenoid, the BPM reading for x and y plane is registered. Then the solenoid
current is changed by 5A and the deviation is BPM reading is checked. If the deviation is large,
the position of laser incidence on cathode is varied using mirror control. This process is repeated
many times till we find that the deviation for BPM in each plane is less than 0.01 mm over 15A
current range.
Once the beam is aligned with respect to solenoid axis, phase plot is recorded. The injection
phase is varied and corresponding charge is recorded. From this setting, the phase of injection is
set for minimum energy spread location. There after the screen after the bending magnet, MS4G
is put on and profile of beam is observed on this screen. The linac phase is adjusted so that the
energy spread is minimized.
After these initial tuning, the beam is observed at screen after the collision point. The beam size is
then measured using the OTR screen at MS3G. Emittance is measured at this location by using
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the quadrupole doublet. The solenoid current is then varied in small steps and the emittance
measurement is repeated. Eventually, solenoid current versus emittance is plotted to find out the
best compensation setting. This is the setting for minimum emittance and most experiments are
done with this position as the reference position.
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Chapter 3: RF structure design

The LCLS gun design group has shown that by increasing the separation of mode frequencies, it
is possible to have a large range of injection phase variations over which the emittance minimum
can be maintained to a low value. Technical report from LCLS has motivated Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) to switch from small mode separation to large mode
separation. The LCLS group went from 4 MHz separation to 15 MHZ while the LLNL group went
up to 12 MHz separation. Following these two references, we decided to adopt the strategy of
increasing the mode separation at LUCX setup. We chose new design to increase the mode
separation up to 9 MHz from the existing 3.5 MHz separation. This needed some changes in the
cavity profile. It was also decided to alter the profile so as to get high Q structure with higher
shunt impedance.
This chapter describes the evolution of the new gun structure and the procedure which we
established to fabricate and process the RF gun. More importantly the chapter explains the
experimental results of the measurements and details of the tuning process to achieve the desired

π mode frequency of 2856 MHz with the mode separation of 8.6 MHz maintaining the field
balance at 1.0. Though the current work is focused on comparison between old and new LUCX
gun; yet a comparison with the modified gun at ATF, KEK is also considered at some point. The
new design has higher Q than the original and the modified gun at KEK.
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3.1: Comparison of old and new structure
LCLS gun design review group has shown that by increasing the separation of mode frequencies,
it is possible to have a large range of phase variations over which the emittance minimum can be
maintained to a low value [1]. Technical report from LCLS has motivated LLNL group to switch
from low mode separation to high mode separation. The LCLS group went up to 15 MHZ from 4
MHz separation while the LLNL group went up to 12 MHz separation [2]. Following these two
references, we decided to adopt the strategy of increasing the mode separation at LUCX setup.
We chose to increase up to 9 MHz from the existing 3.5 MHz separation [3, 4]. This needed some
changes in the cavity profile. It was also decided to alter the profile so as to get high Q structure
with higher shunt impedance. We selected circular profile for the new structure.
The structure of the original LUCX RF gun (hereinafter, the “old gun”) was close to the BNL
type IV gun structure as shown in Fig. 3.1. Our main modification at KEK, after years of
experience, was to replace the Helicoflex seal joint with a brazing joint. Another major change
was to introduce the new ‘deformation tuners’ in the tuner region [5]. These tuners do not
penetrate the gun cavity, but maintain a wall thickness of about 2 mm. A screw-type mechanism
is used to move the tuner, and with it the cavity wall, up or down, and thereby change the cavity
frequency. Each cell has four diametrically opposed tuners, and the cavity frequency can be
changed up to ±1 MHz. The original LUCX RF gun cavity had a mode separation of 3.52 MHz
and a field balance (Ehalf / Efull) of 1.30. Our target was to increase the mode separation to 8.6
MHz while maintaining filed balance of 1.0.

Fig. 3.1: Old RF gun field pattern and the mounted structure on LUCX

The mode separation was increased by increasing the coupling between the cells through two
adjustments, namely, increasing the iris diameter and reducing the length of the drift tube
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between the half cell and full cell. The new gun structure has 1.625 cells. Half cell was chosen to
be 5λ/16 and full cell was exactly ½ λ. It was decided to maintain the field balance to 1.0. In
order to increase the mode separation, the half cell to full cell iris diameter was increased in small
steps. This changes the cavity coupling which in turn changes the mode separation. With increase
in the iris diameter the mode separation increases. This can be seen from Fig. 3.2 below. The
graph is obtained by varying the iris diameter in small steps from 25.0 to 28.0 mm. In each case,
full cell and half cell frequencies are tuned so as to get π mode frequency near 2856 MHz and
field balance is unity. It is clear from Fig. 3.2 that iris diameter plays an important role in
deciding the mode separation.
After optimizing the iris diameter, the drift tube length between two cavities was minimized in
order to get high mode separation.
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Fig. 3.2: Mode separation as a function of iris diameter
For a given iris diameter, we can vary the mode separation by changing the frequencies of
individual cells. The mode frequencies depend on the average cell frequency and the coupling
between cells. For fixed coupling, varying the cell frequencies can generate plot as shown in Fig.
3.3. The plot shows the graph for the new and the old gun design obtained from Super fish and
circuit calculations.
In our case we decide to operate the gun at field balance 1.0. This is a good choice as it leads to
high energy gain in full cell and hence to high energy at the output. A LUCX type of field balance,
such that Ehalf is 1.3 times Efull, leads to high field in half cell at the cathode position. However it
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leads to different kick at the full cell exit. This can be compensated by adjusting the solenoid field.
But such a field balance leads to less energy gain in full cell and so the output energy of beam
from the gun will be less in this case. In contrast, the RF Gun with field balance 1.0 can have
similar low emittance like the 1.3 field balance gun but higher energy at the gun exit. This has
been shown by Palmer et al [6]. For present case, the simulations show that 1.3 field balance gun
operating at 120 MV/m will have 0.75 MeV less energy with identical gun at 1.0 field balance.
Since there is no much benefit in the emittance reduction, we decided to tune to field balance 1.0
to get more energy at the exit of the gun.
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Fig. 3.3: Field balance as a function of mode separation for LUCX and new gun. Curve 1 is for
old gun using Super Fish code and curve 2 is for old gun with circuit simulations. Curve 3 shows
Super fish simulations for new gun while curve 4 shows circuit simulations for new gun.

The choice of operation point design is limited by the fact that for a given geometry high mode
separation can be achieved at the cost of field balance. How ever as mentioned above, we selected
to operate at around 1.0 field balance. Hence the cells were tuned to get mode separation of 8.67
MHz. The new RF gun cavities are cylindrical with curved surface. With respect to earlier cells a
rise of around 3000 is expected in Q value. The high Q value can be achieved if the internal
surface condition is reasonably good. This means the processing quality should be high with
entire processing done in good clean environment. Such a cavity will reduce the dark currents
from the gun and thus will help in enhancing the beam quality and serve the purpose of delivering
stable beam over large run time.
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The new cavity profile is shown in Fig. 3.4 while the π mode axial field profile as predicted by
Super fish [7] is shown in Fig 3.5. The zero mode axial field pattern is shown in Fig. 3.6.

Fig. 3.4: Super Fish plot of RF gun cavity for new gun

The final predicted mode separation is 8.67 MHz with a field balance of 1.0. The field pattern
thus obtained was then used for beam dynamics studies using ASTRA code [8]. Table 3.1 lists
other parameters of RF gun cavity. The RF power input slot is in full cell and for the sake of
symmetry a vacuum pumping port is made opposite the RF slot. The initial frequency of full cell
is set higher and machining was done systematically to achieve target frequency. A routine check
of frequencies gives better control over the fine tune frequency. At KEK we have sufficient
experience in fabrication procedure for RF gun cavity cells. Four tuners are included in each cell
to facilitate the fine tuning to finalize the parameters. In practice the mode frequencies are
monitored using vector network analyzer and fine tuning is done so as to get the desired mode
separation and field balance.

Table 3.1: Various parameters for proposed cavity
Old RF Gun

New RF Gun

unit

Mode Separation

3.5

8.6

MHz

Q

15913

18275

r/Q

438

412

Z

29.6

34.9
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Fig. 3.5: Axial field plot for π mode field pattern
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Fig. 3.6: Field pattern for zero mode fields

3.1.1: Comparison of Q value:
The old gun was a modified version of the BNL type gun. Over the years the design evolved with
the experience gained at LUCX and ATF. The Q value also improved with new modifications.
Table 3.2 shows the comparative values of Q obtained for various RF guns made by KEK. We
also compare the new RF gun with BNL and LCLS gun.
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Table 3.2: Comparison of measured Q
Gun

Measured Q

Coupling

LUCX

7900

0.6

ATF

12700

1.0

BNL [9]

12700

0.83

LUCX New (Curved Profile)

14,700

1.0

From the table it is clear that the new gun with modified profile has achieved the highest Q
amongst all guns made at KEK. The Q value is higher than BNL or the new LCLS gun. This is a
very useful achievement.
3.1.2: Increased stability due to large mode separation:
As seen above, the new profile has resulted in high Q. The shunt impedance is also increased
from 29 MΩ/m to 35 MΩ/m. This will result in higher energy at the exit of the gun. On the other
hand, the increased mode separation plays a very beneficial role in stabilizing the field balance
over dimensional variations. Figure 3.7 shows the variation in field balance as a function of half
cell radius for the old and new RF gun. The full cell radius was constant in this calculation. It can
be seen that the field balance is less variant for large mode separation case.
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Fig 3.7: Field balance as function of half cell radius

It is observed that for 10 μm error in radius, the resultant variation in field balance is reduced
from 20% for 3.5 MHz mode separation to 11% for 8.6 MHz mode separation gun. Thus the
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dependence of field balance is less critical for dimensional errors. The variations in dimensions
can be due to thermal variations and hence it means that the new gun delivers increased stability
in field balance over thermal variations than the old gun.
Table 3.3: Variation in field balance
Mode Separation

Variation in the field balance for 10 μm error in half cell radius

3.5

20 %

8.67

11 %

3.2: Fabrication process and issues
Once the profile was finalized using a combination of Super Fish profiles for structure design and
ASTRA runs to verify effect of parameters on the beam dynamics, fabrication issues were
discussed at length. And a final process, based on prior experience at KEK was decided. Figure
3.8 shows the assembly drawing of the RF gun cavity that was fabricated. For the sake of clarity,
laser port and cathode position are also shown in the same figure.
One of the first issues faced in the fabrication was that the internal profile of cavity is curved and
hence turning of full cell had two options. One was to cut open along the center of the RF slot and
turn uniform on two half cells to make a full cell. This option, usually practiced in many linac’s,
was not employed for the new gun to avoid brazing at the RF slot joint. This brazing is a
complicated process and it was decided to go for second option. In second option, the full cell
was divided into 2 sections with 1/3rd going into half cell and 2/3rd coming as a full cell with a
slot opened in for RF feed port. In this option, a small step of less than 30 μm is expected in the
full cell. The step is at a position where surface fields are less and hence will not be a source of
dark currents.
This assembly drawing does not show locations of the tuners. 2 set of tuners were placed in each
cell. The purpose of tuners is to help the fine tuning after the brazing is done so as to facilitate in
achieving a desired field balance.
Oxygen Free High Conductivity (OFHC) Copper of grade C10100, JIS3510 (equivalent to
ASTM-F-68) made by Hitachi was used to make the cells. The copper was subjected to Hot
Isostatic pressing (HIP) process at 850 oC under high pressure. It has been experimentally
checked at KEK [10, 11] that HIP processing reduces the micro-pores at the surface of copper
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and the surface remains relatively clean after processing especially turning operation in which
kerosene is used as a coolant.

RF Input Waveguide

Laser
Incidence

Cathode
Position

Vacuum Port
Fig. 3.8: Assembly drawing of RF gun cavity

The fabrication was done in-house at KEK machine shop. The actual diameter of the cavities was
kept 1 mm less than the final desired diameter. End plate, half cell and full cell were turned and
water cooling slots were bored in the cells. Water cooling end plugs were brazed and then the
cavities were ready for precision machining, measurement and further processing. The mode
separation between π and 0 mode and field balance, as well as the π-mode frequency needs to be
monitored. The most crucial of these parameters is the π-mode frequency and it should be as
close as possible to 2856 MHz. Hence, starting from the high frequency stage, cuts on diameter
were taken.
The figure below shows the photograph of cavities at various stage of fabrication.
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Fig. 3.9: Cavity after initial brazing

Full Cell

Half Cell

End Plate

Fig. 3.10: Cavity after initial brazing side view

2887.2

2872.8

Fig. 3.11: VNA measurement after initial fabrication. The frequencies are very high than the
target frequency.
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3.3: Measurement and tuning
The measurements were done using Vector Network Analyzer. Mode frequency, individual cell
frequency and field pattern using bead pull method was measured at each stage. Depending on the
measurements, the next cut on surface was planned. At each stage of operation, frequency and
axial field pattern inside the cavity was measured. This gave a clear idea of parameters and then
the next stage of machine cut was simulated. Systematic cuts and measurements were done so at
to achieve the desired parameters with least requirement of mechanical tuning using the set of
tuners.

2846.8

2855.2

Fig. 3.12: VNA plot before cell to cell brazing. The frequencies are near to desired value and
the field balance was almost reached.

Table 3.4: Data of measurements
Half Cell
Radius[mm]
43.370
43.620
43.720
43.820
43.860
43.860
43.880
43.895

Cut1
Cut2
Cut 3
Cut 4
Cut 5
Cut 6
Cut 7
Cut 8
Brazing 1
Brazing 2
TUNED
Brazing 3
Tuned
Welding
FINAL TUNING

Full Cell
Measured
Radius [mm] Pi
44.515
2887.087
44.745
2873.370
44.765
2865.450
44.765
2861.480
44.765
2860.120
44.805
2858.485
44.825
2856.020
44.825
2855.200
2855.191
2855.559
2855.658
2855.705
2855.615

Zero
2876.837
2858.720
2854.500
2852.960
2851.780
2850.017
2847.700
2846.800
2846.644
2846.825
2846.920
2847.017
2846.987

Mode
Sep
10.250
14.650
10.950
8.520
8.340
8.468
8.320
8.400
8.547
8.734
8.738
8.688
8.628
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Simulated
Pi
Zero
2887.200 2876.900
2873.970 2857.940
2865.596 2855.949
2861.611 2852.817
2860.777 2850.814
2858.741 2849.981
2856.107 2847.710
2855.631 2847.125

Field Balance
Simulated Measured
0.730
**
4.739
**
2.259
**
0.994
**
0.997
1.080
1.370
1.540
1.274
1.550
1.120
1.100
1.047
**
0.955
0.956
0.989

2890
2885

π
0

Frequency [MHz]
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Fig. 3.13: Frequency as a function of cut number

The data of cut and frequency is shown in table 3.4 above. Once the desired frequency was
reached, the turning process was stopped. Note that at this stage the π-mode frequency is less
because the measurement is in air and at room temperature. The final cavity will have vacuum
and beam operation is done at 33 oC. This was taken into consideration as shown later at the end
of this chapter.
The brazing was done in hydrogen furnace. The difference in frequency before and after the
brazing was less than 10 kHz. After the brazing, the parameters were measured and it was found
that slight tuning is needed to match the frequency and the field balance. The cell has in-built
tuners. The tuner can increase or decrease the frequency and the field balance.
The first brazing involved brazing of cell to cell, water cooling pipes and SS pipes at full cell end
and pumping port end. The next brazing operation was of waveguide with the gun structure. After
the brazing operations were successful, welding was done. The end flanges and tuner stubs were
welded and the gun was leak tested using Helium mass spectrometer leak detector. No leak was
found. The completed gun is shown in Fig. 3.15. Figure 3.16 shows the test result of VNA
measurement.
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Fig. 3.14: Waveguide brazed to cells

Fig. 3.15: Final gun with welding operations completed
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2846.98

2855.61

Fig. 3.16: VNA measurement of the final tuning of the gun.

The field balance was measured using a bead pull setup. Our setup is a semi automated setup
with the bead motion controlled by stepper motor driven from a computer. The frequency shift is
recorded manually and the calculations are done offline after the completion of experiment.
Figure 3.17 shows the measurement setup while Fig. 3.18 shows the measured data. Simulated
data is also shown for reference. Table 3.5 shows the measured parameters for the old and the
new gun.

Fig. 3.17: Bead pull setup for cavity field measurement
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Fig. 3.18: Measured and simulated field distribution along the cavities
Table 3.5: Comparison of measured results for the old and the new gun.
New Gun

Old Gun

unit

Simulated

Measured

Measured

Frequency

2855.64

2855.61

2855.74

MHz

Mode Separation

8.67

8.63

3.52

MHz

Field Balance

1.0

0.98

1.3

Q

18000

14700

7900

Coupling β

1.0

1.0

0.6

From the table and the discussion in the sections earlier, we can conclude that the increased mode
separation has been achieved with a field balance of 1.0. The new profile has helped to increase Q
and we have achieved highest Q for RF gun at KEK. The large mode separation has made gun
more stable over dimensional errors and hence we expect an increased stability in the field
balance.
3.4: Tolerances and deviations
From Maxwell’s equations for a pill box like cavity it is seen that the wave number ‘k’ is related
to radius of cavity as:
k=

J ( 0)
Rc

so,
Rc =

J (0)λ J (0)c
=
2π
2πf
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For f = 2856 MHz, Rc = 0.04017 m.
Now we can use the same equation to find out variations in frequency with
a) dimensional errors:
f =

J ( 0) c
2πRc

∂f
J ( 0) c
f
=−
=− c
2
∂R
Rc
2πRc
∂f
2.856 × 10 9
=−
= −71.097[ kHz / μm]
∂R
0.04017 × 10 −6

So per micron variation in radius will result into change of around 71 kHz in frequency
b) temperature variations:
f =

J ( 0) c
2πRc

∂f
∂ J (0)c ∂R
{
}
=
∂T ∂R 2πRc ∂T
J (0)c ∂{R (1 + α (T − T0 )}
J ( 0) c R α
∂f
=−
=−
2
T
∂T
∂
2π Rc 2
2πRc

J ( 0) c α
∂f
=−
2π Rc
∂T
∂f
= − f cα
∂T
∂f
= −2.856 × 10 9 × 16.8 × 10 −6 = −47.98[ kHz / oC ]
∂T

Hence for 2856 MHz, we expect around 48 kHz variations per degree Celsius.
3.4.1: Variation due air-to-vacuum difference:
All measurements are done in air at 23 deg. In reality the gun will be in vacuum. Hence the
frequency needs to be adjusted assuming the difference in refractive index of air with respect to
that of vacuum. The ratio of refractive index of vacuum to that of air is: 1/1.0002926 = 0.999707.
Hence 2856 MHz in vacuum will correspond to 2855.16 MHz in air.
The operating temperature of gun is set around 33oC. This 10 deg temperature difference
corresponds to frequency change by 0.480 MHz. Hence the value at which final tuning should be
done was set as 2855.16 + 0.48 = 2855.64 MHz. This will correspond to 33oC operation in good
vacuum condition.
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Chapter 4: Beam dynamics simulations

Beam dynamics simulations are done to estimate the trends of parameter variations. One of the
main issues in the simulations is which code is ‘more accurate’ and this debate is unending. At
present, PARMELA, ASTRA, GPT are the three most widely used codes for beam dynamics
simulations of RF guns. As far as published work is concerned, ASTRA seems to have an upper
edge over PARMELA and GPT mainly because it is much simple to use, free-of-charge and has
been bench marked using many new RF gun. PARMELA versus ASTRA comparison has been
done with good precision and the results were found consistent. We decided to use ASTRA for the
beam dynamics simulations of new RF gun.
This chapter presents simulation results for the new gun done using ASTRA code. We calculated
the variation of emittance and energy spread as a function of laser injection phase. Also we
obtained the simulation results which indicate the optimum laser size parameters to achieve low
emittance value.
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4.1: ASTRA code
In order to have a better estimate of parameters, beam dynamics was simulated using particle
tracking code ASTRA. This helped to check the inter dependence of various parameters and thus
to finalize operational parameters of the new gun. Before we look at the predictions from such
simulations, let us have a brief look at details of the Astra code.
ASTRA is A Space Charge Tracking Algorithm used to perform the particle in cell studies.
ASTRA is developed by Prof K. Flöetmann from DESY and is available free of charge [1].
ASTRA is now routinely used for RF gun studies in many labs in world as it is very easy to use
and gives results comparable to Parmela [2]. LCLS group has done a comparative study of
ASTRA, PARMELA and other codes and conclude that ASTRA is same as PARMELA, but
predicts emittance in better way [3]. For introducing the bending magnets, PARMELA is much
easier than ASTRA. One of the most important features of ASTRA is that it includes the Schottky
effect.
ASTRA tracks the particles taking into account the space charge field of the particle cloud. The
tracking is based on a Runge - Kutta integration of 4th order with fixed time step. To simulate the
beam in better way, ASTRA divides the bunch into thin longitudinal slices and radial rings. This
grid is Lorentz transformed into the average rest system of the bunch and field calculations are
performed by integrating numerically over the rings, assuming a constant charge density inside a
ring. ASTRA then adds up field contribution at the centre of ring and transforms back into
laboratory frame. Grid selection is dynamic, in the sense it depends on bunch size. User can
define only the number of slices and rings to be used. The particle count in each ring depends on
the profile of the bunch.
ASTRA allows the user to define a Gaussian laser beam, incident on cathode and bunch
generation from cathode. It can also simulate flat top or any other profiles. The Schottky effect
can be incorporated in the simulations and the phase plot can be simulated. Solenoids, quadrupole
and linac cells can be easily introduced. User can evaluate the phase space parameters at any
location and it can be saved as a distribution file. This file can be used as input to other simulation,
if the beam line is too long.
4.2: Simulation parameters
The solenoid used is capable of generating fields up to 0.32T. The field plot of solenoid is shown
in Fig. 4.1.
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Fig. 4.1: Axial field pattern for LUCX solenoid

The Fig. 4.2 below shows magnetic field versus current characteristics
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Fig. 4.2: Axial field strength as a function of current

The effect of variation of solenoid field on the emittance is important for the decision to use
optimum field strength. Too high field will lead to very small beam size, high charge density and
hence poor emittance at the focal point. Hence for a given set of initial parameters, the Bz for
which emittance is minimum will have to be obtained using Astra.
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4.3: Simulation 1: Energy as function of injection phase θ:
Input laser spot size parameters:
Transverse: 0.319 mm (rms)

Longitudinal: 5.5 ps (rms)

The result of simulation is shown in Fig. 4.3. Since we launch beam with very low energy, there
is a strong phase slippage. This plot shows the phase slippage. If we launch the beam at 90 deg at
the cathode, the exit phase is very much higher and the phase slips prominently. Thus the exit
energy is much less. Hence to obtain maximum energy gain at gun exit, injection phase should be
between 25 deg to 50 deg.
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Fig. 4.3: Energy Gain for injection phase for various axial field strengths

4.4: Simulation 2: Emittance scans for solenoid variation
For given phase we can select EZ from 100 MV/m to 140 MV/m. How ever as seen before, high
EZ results in higher kick at exit points leading to emittance dilution. If the EZ is set too low, then
the bunch at the cathode experiences very high space charge forces and results in emittance
degradation. Hence we need a very high EZ to quickly compensate the degradation near the
cathode region. However too high EZ results in high value of RF emittance contribution and
hence results in emittance degradation. Therefore the choice of EZ is important. The choice of Bz
will also influence the emittance value. With increase in Bz, beam will tend to focus more but as
the beam size reduces, space charge effect is dominant and emittance will dilute. At some point
the RF effect and space charge effect are in balance leading to minimum emittance value. Thus
the choice of parameters will affect the end result to a large extent.
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In actual practice, very high axial fields are not used as this lead to heavy out gassing in the gun
resulting in many vacuum faults. Hence, we fixed the axial field to a high value of nearly 120
MV/ m and performed the solenoid scan to find the minimum emittance. This value is therefore
set as reference value and we did most of the parameter measurement at 120 MV/m setting. The
results of simulation are as seen in Fig. 4.4 below.
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Fig. 4.4: Emittance versus magnetic field for various axial field strengths

4.5: Simulation 3: Effect of varying spot size:
In this case the spot parameters were varied. For a fixed value of pulse length, the transverse spot
size was varied to check the minimum of emittance as a function of spot size. Then For the
minimal setting of transverse spot size, the pulse length was varied to check the effect on
emittance. The resultant plot is as seen in Fig. 4.5.
Clearly for a pulse length of 5.5 ps (rms), minimum emittance is obtained at transverse spot size
0.319mm (rms). Further at this transverse spot size value, a large pulse length can give a low
value but the energy spread was high. Hence the optimum choice of parameters is:
Transverse: 0.319 mm (rms)

Longitudinal: 5.5 ps (rms)

Physically, small transverse spot size results in emittance degradation due to high space charge.
Large values of transverse spot size also results in bad emittance since the different transverse
regions will receive different transverse kicks at the exit.
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Fig. 4.5: Normalized transverse emittance as function of transverse spot radius

In practice, the laser spot size was measured using CCD camera system. In our setup it is not
possible to vary the longitudinal spot size. The variation in transverse size is done using a
telescope mechanism.
4.6: Simulation 4: Emittance as a function of injection phase
This simulation was done to check the stability of emittance over laser injection phase variations.
The phase variations occur in system due to variation in low power electronic devices. For
example, we found that the operational phase of our system shifts if the air conditioning unit is
not functioning properly. In the event of total failure of the air conditioning unit, the phase shifts
as large as 20 oC in short time. Since the operational phase is tuned to least energy spread position,
shift in phase leads to increased energy spread and hence the beam quality can not be maintained
to achieve the best results of emittance. The Fig. 4.6 shows the variation in normalized emittance
as a function of injection phase. At each stage, the charge is maintained constant so that the
change in emittance is not due to change in space charge effect. In operation, the charge setting
was changed by changing the laser power for each setting and the data was then taken.
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Fig. 4.6: The dependence energy and emittance on injection phase.

The physical explanation for this plot is as follow. To achieve maximum energy at the gun exit,
the phase the bunch at the exit should be near 90 deg. But since the energy at the beginning of the
half cell is nearly zero, there is a strong phase slippage mainly in the half cell. To avoid this, we
retard the phase of injection, so that the exit phase is nearly 90 deg. If the injection phase is too
early, the field at cathode is less and so the space charge dilutes the emittance. If we launch the
bunch too late in phase, the RF field at the exit is very strong and this leads to a strong exit kick
in transverse direction, thus diluting the emittance. The emittance dilution due to RF is low for
low axial field while the space charge dilution is high for the low fields. This means that the
selection of injection phase is a tricky issue and the user has to decide optimum point where space
charge dilution and RF dilution to the emittance is balanced out and leads to least dilution.
4.7: Simulation 5: Energy spread as a function of injection phase
This simulation, shown in Fig. 4.7, was also done to check the effect of phase variations as above.
The plot shows that the energy spread minimum is at slightly different injection phase as
compared to the phase for maximum energy gain. This gives the user a choice of operation point
to set. At LUCX, we usually set the operation point to minimum energy spread position.
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Fig. 4.7: Energy spread as a function of injection phase

In addition to the simulations, Kim gives an analytical way to estimate some of the above
parameters [4]. Gao has reported some set of parameters based on Kim’s theory for ATF RF gun
[5]. It suffices to note that, the analytical estimates are approximated solutions and yield results
bit far from observed values. This is mainly due to simplification of equations for simple and
clear explanation.
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Chapter 5: Measurements and results

In order to measure the beam quality parameters, various standard methods were used. The main
focus of measurement was to compare the parameters for the new RF gun with the parameters for
the old RF gun, where ever possible. This will lead to understand whether the new gun is more
suitable for future applications or not.
Emittance is one of the most important parameter for any gun. As always, a low value of
emittance is desired. The emittance value depends on many parameters including the operational
conditions. To test the dependence, emittance was measured as a function of solenoid field, laser
injection phase, laser spot size and charge. These measurements played crucial role to fix the
optimum operational parameters for the RF gun.
Variation in energy spread over the laser injection phase is a parameter that we focused upon.
The larger mode separation helps to maintain a low energy spread value for large variations of
injection phase. This was observed after careful experimentation.
The thermal emittance issue is discussed in this chapter. We try to estimate the thermal emittance
using an indirect method. Direct measurement was not possible due to various limitations of the
setup. We propose to measure the thermal emittance by direct method in near future and we are
making changes in our setup accordingly. We conclude that the three step model as it exists today
is not sufficient to explain the measured value of thermal emittance for semiconductor
photocathode. Hence detailed study will be helpful to understand the complexities of factors
involved, which affect the thermal emittance.
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5.1: Installation and conditioning of the gun:
Once the gun was ready and tuned, it was installed on the LUCX setup. The uncoated cathode
was mounted on the gun using load lock mechanism and then the gun was subjected to high
power pulsing. Thus the cathode surface was cleaned using the RF fields. Fig. 5.1 below shows
the installed RF gun on the system.

Fig. 5.1: New RF gun mounted on the LUCX beam line

Dark currents were observed and noted down. After about 150 hrs of conditioning at 10 MW
power with 2 μs pulse width, cathode was removed and transferred using vacuum enclosure to the
coating chamber. The cathode plus was coated with Cs2Te and then it was re-installed back in the
gun. Re-conditioning was done for about 100 hrs. The dark currents were again monitored. The
initial quantum efficiency of the cathode was high and it reduced with time. From initial high of
around 4% the QE went down up to 0.5% in about 30 days and then it stabilized around 0.4%.
From earlier experience we expect the same QE for long time. So it is safe to assume, that the QE
for operations will be ~ 0.4%. The dark current plot is shown in Fig. 5.2 below. The plots clearly
show that the new gun shows less dark currents than the old gun, even with slightly higher
quantum efficiency, especially for the high power.
In the figure, it is seen that the dark currents are high after we close the chamber. The dark
currents reduce gradually with time. This reduction can be attributed to the improving vacuum
condition. In reality it means that if we open up the chamber and then close it, there will be some
degradation in the internal condition. In that case, it is essential to check the effect of Cs2Te
coating specifically to check if the coating of Cs2Te material contributes to increase in dark
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Fig. 5.2: Dark current measurements for old and new gun

currents. Dark current data was taken at similar intervals after closing the chamber before and
after the coating. In both cases the vacuum condition was almost similar at the time of data taking.
It was observed that the dark currents after coating with Cs2Te are about 30-40% higher than the
dark currents before coating. This implies that Cs2Te coating may contribute in increasing the
dark currents. More precise experimentation in much better controlled environment is needed to
ascertain this result.
After the coating, the system was stabilized. Beam parameter measurements were done to check
the beam quality. Some important results are discussed in the following sub-sections.
5.2: Solenoid field scans
As seen in chapter 4, the beam gets a transverse kick at the exit of the RF gun. This kick is due to
the RF field and is proportional to the strength of the axial field and imparts a divergence to the
beam leading to dilution of the emittance. To compensate for this dilution, Carlsten proposed to
use a focusing solenoid immediately after the RF gun [1]. This solenoid field focuses the beam
and compensates for the emittance dilution. For the fixed screen location, thus there will be a
minimum emittance corresponding to some value of solenoid field. This minimum is measured by
measuring the emittance at various solenoid field settings and then plotting the emittance as
function of solenoid field. The plot in Fig. 5.3 shows the result of such measurement. The
emittance is measured by quadrupole scan method. In this method, the strength of quadrupole
doublet is varied. The beam is observed on a screen after the quadrupole doublet. Beam size is
measured as a function of field strength and fit to the plot yields the emittance at that point. The
beam energy is measured using the analyzer magnet and screen after the magnet. Since we know
energy and geometrical emittance, the normalized emittance can be calculated.
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Parameters for measurement: 2 bunch, 1 nC
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Fig. 5.3: Emittance versus solenoid field

The above measurement is done at 41 MeV. The minimum emittance measured was at solenoid
field of about 0.181 T (corresponding to solenoid current of 86A). The normalized horizontal
emittance is 4.22 ± 0.21 π-mm-mrad while the normalized vertical emittance is 1.89 ± 0.1 π-mmmrad. The reported value for earlier gun was 15 π-mm-mrad (horizontal) and 7 π-mm-mrad
(vertical). The emittance value has significantly dropped down. The horizontal emittance is
higher than the vertical emittance as we have a chicane after the solenoid that bends the beam in
the horizontal plane.
Table 5.1 shows comparison of least emittance measured at LUCX and ATF injector at KEK. The
ATF damping ring has a modified BNL type RF gun with mode separation of 4 MHz as the
source. ATF has reported emittance of 1.36 π-mm-mrad at 1 nC which is the least emittance
reported for RF gun at KEK. The emittance of new gun at LUCX is slightly larger than the ATF
gun, mainly because the precision alignment was not done at the time of measurements. The
beam line was going to be modified after we installed the gun, so it was decided to do precision
alignment using Laser tracker after the final modifications. So we expect that once we do the
alignment, the emittance will go down. The ATF laser has slightly longer pulse length than the
LUCX laser. This reduces the space charge repulsion and thus reduces the emittance.
Despite of the above drawbacks, we did measure an emittance value of as low as 1.25 π-mmmrad (vertical) for the new gun, but it was not found repetitive. It means that, with good
alignment and good tuning, the new RF gun can have a further low emittance. Efforts are on-
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going to achieve a stable value of low emittance of 1.25 π-mm-mrad or further less at 1 nC. The
result is shown in Fig. 5.4.
Table 5.1: Comparison of emittance measurements
Normalized vertical emittance at 1nC
( π-mm-mrad)
LUCX old gun with out chicane

7.0

LUCX old gun with chicane

4.0

LUCX new gun with chicane

1.89

ATF gun with chicane

1.36

Fig. 5.4: Least measured emittance for the new RF gun. This emittance value is not very stable
so we report 1.89 π-mm-mrad (vertical plane) as the stable, low emittance value.

Increasing the pulse length of the laser profile will further help in emittance reduction. It has been
reported at LUCX [2] that using flat top laser reduces the emittance. This was reported by Spring8 [3]. There fore using flat top laser can also be useful to reduce emittance. For thermal emittance
measurements, a flat top laser profile will be more helpful because it ensures that the intensity
variation over the area of illumination changes uniformly with changing beam size.
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5.3: Emittance versus phase
The plot in Fig. 5.5 shows the variations in horizontal and vertical plane emittance as a function
of the laser injection phase. Before the actual measurement is started, initial tuning is done. A
scan of variation in bunch charge as a function of injection phase is done to fix the operational
phase at so that the energy spread is minimized. Then the beam is passed through the linac and
then through the bending magnet on to a screen located at the far end of LUCX. The image on
screen correlates with the energy spread of the beam. The phase of linac is then adjusted to
achieve the least energy spread setting. The detailed method is already explained in Chapter 2.
After doing the initial settings, the beam profile is seen on the screen immediately after quad
doublet after the linac. Emittance is measured at this position using the quad scan method. For
each injection phase setting the emittance is measured for various solenoid field strengths and the
minimum emittance is noted. Then the phase of laser injection is changed and the above process
is repeated. Thus the best setting is done at each point seen in the plot below and then the total
results are plotted as shown in Fig. 5.5.
Beam parameters for measurement: 4 bunch, 1.6 nC
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Fig. 5.5: Emittance variations with injection phase

It is important to note that, the charge is also a function of injection phase. This makes the above
plot complicated. In order to check the actual effect of injection phase alone, the charge needs to
be kept constant. To achieve this, the laser power is varied at each phase setting and nearly same
charge is obtained. As expected, the emittance degrades for too early or too late injection.
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5.4: Energy spread measurements
The energy spread is an important parameter. In our setup, we measure the energy spread using
the analyzer magnet and screen as mentioned earlier. Calibration is done by changing the
magnetic field and finding the position of the beam on the screen. Then the vertical axis
calibration data is used to find out the energy spread.
With reference to the increasing mode separation, LCLS group had predicted lower emittance
over phase variations [4]. The RF gun group at Swiss Light Source (SLS) has shown using
simulations that with increase in mode separation, the energy spread variation over injection
phase variations is low [5, 6]. In other words, this means the energy spread is stable for small
variation of injection phase.
Figure 5.6 shows the variation of the energy spread as a function of the injection phase for a beam
with a 1.6 nC charge. As the bunch charge is also a function of the injection phase, the charge is
adjusted for each phase position by varying the laser power. For comparison, the figure also plots
the measurement results for the old gun with less mode separation. The operating conditions and
bunch parameters were same for both the measurements. The new gun clearly shows much more
stable energy spread against the variations of the injection phase.
Increase in mode separation, can thus lead to maintain low value of spread over more phases.
This brings additional stability to operation of RF gun over environmental parameters and thus
increases the reliability of the gun.
Parameters for measurement: 4 bunch, 1.6 nC
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Fig. 5.6: Energy spread (rms) as function of injection phase
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5.5: Emittance versus laser spot size
This measurement was done to find out the effect of variations in laser spot size on the emittance.
The laser spot size was varied by changing the telescope-lens system. In our setup, the variation
of spot size is not automated, so one has to shut down the system and then do the changes. Once
the spot size is varied, all initial settings are needed to be repeated. So after we start up the
machine, we perform a scan of bunch charge versus phase and fix the phase of injection to
position to obtain minimum energy spread, by observation. Then we obtain the image on screen
after analyzer and check if the phase location corresponds to minimum spread or not. At this
point we fix the linac phase as well as the gun phase.
After doing these initial settings, the emittance is measured using quad scan method over a range
of solenoid fields. The minimum of emittance obtained is then plotted in the graph below.
Parameters for measurement: 4 bunch, 1.6 nC
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Fig. 5.7: Emittance for various laser spot sizes.

Fig. 5.7 shows that there is a laser spot size at which the emittance has minimum value. This is as
expected and simulations done show a similar trend. The simulations done using ASTRA code
predicted minima around 320 μm while experimentally we found that the emittance shows a low
value around 350 ± 20μm.

We think that this is therefore closest to minima. More data,

especially for small and very large spot size is needed to find the true minima. At present, this
was not possible because we generate minimum 4 bunches per train. For large spot size; the
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bunches showed splitting and we could see multiple cores on screen. Hence emittance
measurements were impossible.
As the laser spot size increases, the thermal emittance contribution will also increases; hence for
actual operation a small spot size is preferred. Increase in the spot size, however exposes more
photo cathode material to the laser spot and so high charge can be obtained. So if need arises,
these facts can be considered to the benefit of user and careful choice of spot size can help to get
high charge, low emittance beam.
5.6: Emittance versus charge
The emittance variation due to bunch charge is measured and plotted in Fig. 5.8 for the new and
the old gun. As seen below, both the guns show similar patterns in variation. The plot can be
extrapolated to zero charge state. The intercept on y-axis corresponds to the RF- only emittance
contribution to the total emittance.
Parameters for measurement: 4 bunch, charge variable
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Fig. 5.8: Emittance variation with bunch charge

As seen from the above plot, for the new gun the zero charge emittance is less as compared to
LUCX gun. This was expected as the laser ports are removed. Hence any asymmetry due to the
slots is reduced and so the field pattern will be more uniform in new gun as compared to earlier
gun.
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5.7: Energy measurement for various injection phase
As explained earlier in chapter 4, due to low initial energy there is a phase slippage, mainly in the
half cell. Hence the exit phase is much advanced as compared to the launch phase. To achieve a
high energy at the gun exit, we need to have the bunch near the crest at the time of exit. To
achieve this, the easiest way is to retard the launch phase. For late bunch launching, the phase
slippage will be prominent and the exit energy will be very low. ASTRA code was used to predict
this behavior. We used a direct measurement to find out the dependence of energy on the
injection phase. The energy gain shown in Fig. 5.9 is measured immediately after the gun. For
these measurements in our setup, we use the screen at the center of chicane magnet to measure
the energy of beam. The injection phase is varied and the beam is seen to move on the screen.
Chicane current is adjusted till beam comes at the screen center. The chicane current is correlated
with beam energy and hence we find out the beam energy. For early injection phase, we expect
high energy gain and low energy spread and the energy goes down, due to slippage as we go for
late launch of the beam. The measurements shown below are for low klystron power. This was
done due to repeated vacuum faults coming from klystron when operated at higher powers. In
reality the gun can deliver high energy beam.
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Fig. 5.9: Energy as a function of injection phase
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5.8: Estimation of thermal emittance
The treatment shown here closely follows the analysis by Prof. K. Flöetmann [7] and by D. H.
Dowell [8]. The method developed by Dowell, gets results very similar to Flöetmann’s method.
Yet as seen later, thermal emittance as seen from both the methods does not match with
experiments done by various groups. The thermal emittance issues for Cesium Telluride type
(semi conductor) cathode still remains unsolved issue. Before we go in more detail, let us look at
the three step emission model on which most of the calculations of photo cathode gun are based.
These explanations form the basis of thermal emittance measurements.
5.8.1: The three step model
We explain this model assuming the photoemission from Cesium Telluride. The schematic of
energy level is shown in Fig. 5.10 below.
9 Step 1: Photon absorption in cathode material and excitation of electron to conduction
band (CB).
The Threshold energy ET is 3.5 eV while the band gap EG is 3.3 eV. We use ultra violet
laser with wavelength 266 nm i.e. Eph is 4.66 eV. The optical absorption depth and the
reflectivity of the surface are the main parameters which can affect this process. The
reflection depends on angle of incidence as well as the surface condition
9 Step 2: Transport of the electron to maximum of conduction band.
The first maximum of density state of CB is at 4.05 EV and hence the laser photon with
Eph=4.66 eV is sufficient to excite electron to this level. The next maximum is at 4.9 eV
and hence it is not considered for the calculations.
The transport phenomenon is the most complex part with electron-electron interactions
dominant for metal photo cathode. For semi conductor cathode, electron-phonon
interactions are also dominant and the calculations are further complicated.
9 Step 3: Escape of electrons to vacuum:
When electrons overcome the affinity EA, which arises from surface potential barrier,
they escape to vacuum. The surface barrier is the energy difference between vacuum level
Evac and the bottom of conduction band. Hence ET = 3.5 eV = Evac.
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ET = EG + EA , and therefore, EA = 0.2 eV
The electrons before the escape have average energy E= 4.05 eV, hence after escape in
vacuum, the energy will be:
EK = ECB – EG – EA and therefore, EK = 0.55 eV

Fig 5.10: Band structure of Cs2Te

5.8.2: Relation for thermal emittance
Following the three step model, we can define thermal emittance as:

ε th =

1
mo c

x 2 p x2 − xpx

2

At cathode there is no correlation in phase space, so x.px term is zero. Hence,

ε th = σ r

p x ,rms
mo c
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Now, we define the geometry at cathode to find out the momentum component. We define, φ and
θ as the azimuth and meridian angle for electrons emitted with momentum p. The components of
momentum are:
px = p. sin φ. cos θ

pz=p. cos φ

Particles with longitudinal momentum p z = 2m0 E A will be stopped by the potential barrier.
These are the electrons with azimuth angle φ larger than

EA
EKin

φmax = arccos

(5.1)

Hence,
φmax 2π

∫ ∫p

p x ,rms =

0

2
x

sin φ .dφ .dθ

0

φmax 2π

∫ ∫ sin φ.dφ.dθ
0

0

And hence,

ε th = σ r

2 E Kin
3m0 c 2

2 + cos3 φmax − 3 cos φmax
2(1 − cos φmax )

(5.2)

If we assume that the emission takes place behind the barrier into half sphere over cathode,
then φmax = π/2 and so:

ε th = σ r

2 E Kin
3m0 c 2

Hence, ε th = σ r

2( ECB − EG − E A )
3m0c 2
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5.8.3: Comparison for metal and semi conductor
For metal cathode we can readily define work function and Schottky effect. For photo emission
from metal photo cathode,

ε th = σ r

hν − φeff
3m0 c 2

φeff = φW − e

eEaxial
4πε 0

Where the second term in φeff is the Schottky reduction term and we define, Emetal = hν-φeff ;
For semi conductor, the Schottky effect can be seen as change in the surface potential barrier. For
Cs2Te like photo cathode Esemi-conductor = hν-EG-EA
Where in: 2Ekin = hν-EG-EA can help correlate the equations derived independently by two papers.
For the sake of completion, it is worth to point out that for thermionic cathode emitter,

ε th ,n = σ r

k BTe
m0 c 2

Based on the theory mentioned above, measurements done by various groups were analyzed and
the details are listed by Dowell [6] and shown in Table 5.2 on next page. It can be seen that, the
proposed theory does not agree well with the measured data for metal as well as semi conductor
cathode.
5.8.4: Measurement method
We have adopted Clendenin’s method, which though not correct for Cs2Te cathode, throws some
light on the topic [9].
We check the effect of change in work function which changes the Quantum Efficiency, QE. We
define QE as the ratio of emitted electrons to the no of incident photons. Since all the photons are
not converted to exactly same no of electrons QE is less than 1.
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Table 5.2: Summary of properties of cathodes from Ref. 6
Thermionic

Temperature (K)
kBT (eV)

Radius
(mm)

Current
Density
(A/cm2)

Work
Function(eV)

1723
0.1486

1.5

42

2.3

CeB6

Metal

QE

λ (nm)
E (eV)

Copper

250 , 4.96

Vacuum
(torr)

1.4 x 10

-4
-4

Mg

266, 4.66

6.4 x 10

Semi
Conductor

λ (nm)
E (eV)

QE

-9

-10

10
10

Vacuum
(torr)

Thermal
Emittance/beam size
(microns /mm(rms))

Work
Function
(eV)

0.539

Thermal Emittance/beam
size
(microns /mm(rms))
Calculated

Measured

4.6

0.5

1.0±0.1

3.6

0.8

0.4±0.1

EG+EA
(eV)

Thermal Emittance/beam
size
(microns /mm(rms))
Calculated

Measured

CsTe

211, 5.88
264, 4.7
262, 4.73

~ 0.1

10-9

3.5

1.2
0.9
0.9

0.5±0.1
0.7±0.1
1.2±0.1

GaAs

532, 2.33

~ 0.1

?

1.4±0.1

0.8

0.44±0.01

For the change in work function the Quantum Efficiency changes as an exponential function.

(

⎛ − ΔΦ ⎞
QE
⎟⎟ = exp B Ec
= exp⎜⎜
QE0
⎝ kTe ⎠

B=

e
k BT e

)

e
4π ∈0

ln(QE ) = B E + ln(QE0 )
Where, kB is the Boltzmann constant and Te is the effective temperature of the exited electrons at
the emission.
For the measurements, we incident a laser pulse on the cathode surface. The laser intensity is
measured using a photo diode. So we know the laser energy deposited. The emitted charge is
measured using the current transformer (ICT). We measure the charge as a function of injection
phase. The result is shown in Fig. 5.11. Since we know the charge and the laser power, we know
the quantum efficiency as a function of phase. Since we know the axial field strength, we also
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know the field at cathode as a function of injection phase. Then we plot, log QE as a function of
square root of Electric field and fit the line to equation below, as shown in Fig. 5.12.
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Fig. 5.11: The bunch charge as a function of injection phase.
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Fig. 5.12: Plot of square root of axial field as a function of logarithm of quantum efficiency.
The fit of this plot determines the parameter B.
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Fit to the curve yields the parameter B, which gives the effective temperature Te. A set of data
over varied values of laser powers will yield similar set of values and hence the error can be
found out.
Using the fit we get the slope B: 0.1618 x10-3 ± 0.00395 x10-3
The slope is related to the temperature (strictly speaking longitudinal temperature) as:

k BTe 1
3.7925 × 10−5
e
=
=
e
B 4πε 0
B
Hence: Te: 0.2343 eV
Since, this analysis is using thermionic cathode terminology; we use formula for thermionic
emitter thermal emittance [10].

ε th ,n = σ r

k BTe
m0c 2

Using this data, we find thermal emittance as a function of laser radius as shown in Fig. 5.13. For
our settings, we estimate that the thermal emittance per unit beam size is found to be 0.525
microns/mm. The estimated upper limit for thermal emittance per unit beam size is 0.847
microns/mm. The upper limit is achieved if we assume the cosine term in Equation 2 equal to 1.
However, as seen from Equation 1, this may not be the case, as it will imply infinite kinetic
energy to the electrons. Hence, we estimate the cosine term effect assuming the values of Ekin to
be 0.55 eV and EA is 0.2 eV. These values come from the band structure for Cs2Te shown in Fig.
5.1. If we include the affect of the cosine term then the thermal emittance is 0.437 microns/mm.
This value is close to the measured value. It implies that to find out the actual thermal emittance,
we need to find out Ekin and EA as accurately as we can. The proposed experiment in next section
focuses to measure these parameters and then fit to get good estimate of thermal emittance.
Thus although our method is not a direct method, the measured thermal emittance is close to the
theoretical estimate. The method does follow a similar trend and fall short of the predicted values.
More data and direct measurements are needed to find out the thermal emittance. More data will
establish a clear trend and thus finding the limit of thermal emittance may be possible by studying
phase plot alone. Thus the estimation of thermal emittance will become very easy.
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Fig. 5.13: Comparison of theory and measurement. The blue curve shows upper limit while the
red curve shows the emittance inclusive of the cosine factor in Equation 5.2. The measured
data is using method described earlier.

5.8.5: Possibility of direct measurement
Now we propose to measure the thermal emittance directly from observation. If we reduce the
charge per bunch very low to around 5 pC per bunch, then the space charge effect is negligible
and hence we get the thermal emittance. The main problem in this method is to measure the low
emittance value. We propose this experiment in our setup. The main drawback will be that the
quad scan method may not be so effective in measuring very small beam size and the error may
be high. Hence the emittance value may not be correct. The other problem in our setup comes
from the beam size variation. We use a Gaussian beam profile and changing the beam size will
change the illumination pattern significantly. A flat top laser profile, on the other hand will give
less radial intensity variations with change in aperture.
As before,

ε th = σ r

2 E Kin
3m0 c 2

Hence a derivative of this result will be: E Kin

⎛ dε ⎞
= 1.5m0 c ⎜ th ⎟
⎝ dr ⎠

2

2

Therefore, a plot of thermal emittance as a function of radius will give the value of electron
energy in the vacuum. This can be re-used back in the theory to compare the results.
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We conclude that, the thermal emittance measurement needs to be studied in great details. We
find that the method given by Ref. 7 is inappropriate for our case. We propose to measure thermal
emittance in near future with more direct method proposed. The measurement will also help in
contributing inputs to on-going theoretical development for semi conductor photo cathode theory.
It is also essential from point of view of further reduction of observed emittance of photo cathode
gun that we study.
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Chapter 6: Multi bunch beam loading compensation

The generation of multi bunch beam with least possible energy difference needs very careful
design of system and good tuning. At LUCX we are trying to establish the generation of very long
bunch trains and we wish to achieve 8000 bunches per train. The future of compact x-ray sources
will depend on how long trains with high charge and low energy difference. After more research,
in few years these sources will be generating x-ray beams with high flux.
In this chapter, we present a brief theory for the multi bunch beam loading compensation using
delta T method. We present the simulation results based on the existing theory. Then we list down
the actual experimental methods for generation of multi bunch beam. We already succeeded in
generating 100-bunches with 0.5 nC per bunch at 40 MeV with peak to peak energy difference
less than 0.7%. In other experiment we generate low energy beam of 5 MeV. In this case we
succeed to generate 300-bunches with 0.55 nC per bunch with peak to peak energy difference less
than 0.85%. These results are very important results for our efforts to make 8000-bunches per
train as a first step. We hope to achieve this goal by the end of this year (2010).
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6.1: Standing wave RF gun
The multi bunch generation is one of the main challenges in our experiment. It is essential to
generate a multi bunch beam to overcome the x-ray flux issue. For generating high photon flux
after collision with laser, we need a high charge bunch. But then, if we increase the charge to a
very high stage, say 200nC, then the energy spread will be become too high. Since the beam
passes through chicane, a positional difference can occur and some part bunch will hit the wall of
chamber or the linac and thus damage the system. Obviously it is not desirable. It is not
achievable, as well, due to the limitation of the laser system. The better option is to reduce the
charge per bunch and increase the number of bunches. In this option, the multi bunch beam
loading has to be compensated. In this chapter we discuss the scheme for such compensation.
There is also a third option, where in we can maintain a single bunch with say 2nC charge and
increase the rep rate of system to very high rate of around 300 Hz. The main problem in this case
will be the heat dissipated in the gun and linac will be high and so it may be tough to keep the
structure tuned at same frequency. Therefore the best option is to go for multi bunch beam with
low charge per bunch and moderate rep. rate of say up to 50 Hz. This system will then generate
high flux x-rays after the collision.
We plan to achieve 2nC in 100-bunch beam and 0.5nC in 8000 bunch beam as a first step for
multi bunch beam experiments. Till now, we have achieved 0.5nC in 100-bunch at 40 MeV and
0.55nC in 300 bunches at 5 MeV. The acceleration of 2nC per bunch with 100 bunches per train
requires higher power from Klystron and we are now making a new modulator for our new
Klystron. At low energy, we stopped at 300 bunches due to the Pockels cell problem. Recently,
we replaced the Pockels cell and so we can generate longer bunch train in near future. In this
chapter, we first have a brief overview of the theory for the multi bunch beam loading
compensation and then we will see the details of experiments and achieved results. In the theory
part, we consider standing wave (RF gun) and travelling wave (linac) case and then we check the
effect of power multiplier in such system.
6.1.1: Loading for standing wave structure
Derivation of unloaded energy gain:
For single resonant cavity as seen in Fig. 6.1, we define Pi is the incident power, PL the reflected
power, Pc the power dissipated in the cavity and Pe the emitted power. We define the fields
associated with the power by:
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P = kE 2
Where we define the reflected wave as EL, emitted field from the coupling aperture Ee, and the
incident wave from the klystron as Ei [1][2],
We can imagine EL, as a superposition of Ee and Ei as:

E L = E e − Ei

(6.1)

Fig. 6.1: Standing wave cavity model

By the conservation of power,

Pi = PL + Pc +

Pc =

dWc
dt

(6.2)

ω0Wc
Q0

Where, Wc is the energy stored in the cavity at time t, ωo is the resonant frequency and Q0 the
unloaded quality factor. Using Eq. (6.2), together with the fact that power is proportional to the
square of the field we can derive equations for field as:
Ei2 = ( Ee − Ei ) 2 +

Ec2

β

+

2Q0

ω0 β

Ee

dEe
dt

(6.3)

Where β is the cavity coupling coefficient defined as kE2= βPc. By rearranging Eq. (6.3) and
introducing the cavity filling time tf, one gets Eq. (6.4).
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dEe
2β
+ Ee =
Ei
dt
1+ β
2Q0
2QL
tf =
=
ω0 ω0 (1 + β )
tf

(6.4)

If we take Ei to be 1, the emitted field Ee is obtained by solving Eq. (6.4) as
Ee =

−
2β
(1 − e
1+ β

t

tf

)

(6.5)

Hence,
−
2β
(1 − e
PL = kEL2 = k ( Ee − 1) 2 = k{
1+ β
−
2β
PL = {
(1 − e
1+ β

−
PL
2β
={
(1 − e
Pi
1+ β

t

tf

t

tf

) − 1}2

) − 1}2 P i

( t − m3 )

tf

(6.6)

) − 1}2

(6.7)

where the parameters β, tf, and m3 correspond to the cavity coupling coefficient, the cavity filling
time, and the input timing, respectively.
In a steady state condition,

Pc = Pi − PL = Pi − (

4β
1− β 2
Pi
) Pi =
1+ β
(1 + β ) 2

If tbl is the bunch length such that tbl << tf then

Pc = 4

−t
β
t
P
(
1
−
e
)2
i
(1 + β ) 2
f

(6.8)

If we assume ZT2 is the Shunt Impedance, then

ZT 2 =

V2
P

Vacc = PC ZT 2
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Hence

Vacc =

2
−t
2 β PR
t
i 0T
(1 − e f )
(1 + β )

(6.9)

6.1.2: The beam loading term
Instead of single bunch now let us assume n bunches. The inter bunch spacing is tb. The effective
beam loading is given by [2]:
Vb = Vb 0 (

1
1
− )
(1 − e −τ ) 2

For transient case:
Vb = Vb 0 (

1− e

− ( t −t inj )/ t f

(1 − e

−

tb

tf

)

1
− )
2

Vb 0 = 2 kq
Vb 0 =

w0 ZT 2 q
2Q0

Vb 0 = i0 ZT 2τ 0

wher e τ 0 =

tb

tf0



(6.10)

Therefore for RF Gun the energy gain VRFG

VRFG =

− (t −t ) / T
−t
2 β Pc ZT 2
1 − e inj a 1
(1 − e Ta ) − Vb 0 (
+ )
t
−b
2
(1 + β )
Ta
(1 − e
)

(6.11)

Equation 6.11 is the formula to calculate the energy gain for standing wave structure where Vb0 is
given by equation 6.10. From equation 6.11 it can be seen that the bunch-by-bunch energy for
multi bunch beam depends on the bunch to bunch spacing, the injection time and input power. A
balance between the filling time and injection time should be reached so that the bunch to bunch
energy difference is minimum. This method of minimizing the energy spread by varying the
injection time is called as ΔT (Delta T) Method for beam loading compensation [3].
Subsequent section shows the simulations done for the new RF gun operated in multi-bunch
mode.
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6.2: New RF gun: Total charge: 160 nC, No power multiplication
Let us now launch a 0.5 nC per bunch beam with 300-bunches per train using the parameters of
new RF gun and the theory developed in section 6.1. To understand clearly the Delta T (ΔT)
method of beam loading compensation we launch the first bunch at 3 different timing and check
the effect of early, late and optimum injection time on the energy per bunch in the train.
Table 6.1: RF gun cavity parameter
Q for RF Cavity

14700

beta for RF cavity

1.0

Filling Time for RF Cavity

0.766 us

Number of bunches per train

300

Bunch Spacing

2.8 ns

Per Bunch Charge

0.55 nC

Total Charge

160 nC

Table 6.2: Output bunch to bunch parameter
Injection Time

Eave

Epeak-to-peak
[ MeV]

[us]

Ep-p/Eave

[MeV]

%

2.0

5.13

0.118

2.5

2.45

5.21

0.00241

0.018

3.0

5.35

0.01664

1.65

In this case RF power input to the RF gun has 4μs pulse width and no power compression. Fig.
6.2 shows the loading curves for various injection times. When the first bunch passes through the
structure, some power in the cavity goes to the bunch and the cavity power reduces. Hence, the
next bunch in the train will see less power and thus have slightly less energy than the first bunch.
This pattern can continue and thus we have a bunch-to-bunch energy difference. This situation is
indicated by Curve 1 (for 3 μs) in the Fig. 6.2. On the other hand, if we launch the first bunch
much earlier, then the first bunch gets low energy and takes away some part of the cavity power.
By the time the next bunch arrives, the cavity power is enhanced due to filling of power and the
subsequent bunches will have more energy. In this case, as well, we get a bunch-to-bunch energy
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difference. This is indicated by Curve 3 (for 2 μs) in Fig. 6.2. If the bunch injection time is
adjusted such that by the time the next bunch arrives, the loss in power is compensated by the
filling power, then the next bunch will have same energy as the preceding bunch. Hence all the
bunches in the train can have more or less same energy and the bunch-to-bunch energy difference
will be less. This case is indicated by Curve 2 (for 2.45 μs) in Fig. 6.2. The method is called ΔT
method of beam loading compensation. We use this method for our experimentation.
We achieve a small peak to peak energy variation if we inject at optimum timing. This is seen in
Table 6.2. Fig. 6.3 shows the bunch to bunch energy variation for the case of best injection timing
of 2.45 μs for this simulation.
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Fig. 6.2: New RF gun beam loading compensation
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Fig. 6.3: Bunch-by-bunch energy for 300 bunch with 0.55nC per bunch
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These results are later verified using the LUCX measurement setup. It should be noted that, for
sake of clarity, three cases shown above are where the shift in the injection time is large. In real
operation, the shifts are not so large. We use, the time delay units to change the injection time and
the minimum delay we can set is 2.8ns and in multiples of this delay.

6.3: Beam loading for travelling wave constant gradient (TWCG) linac
The LUCX system consists of RF gun followed by a 3 meter long travelling wave constant
gradient linac. Since the beam from RF gun is input to this linac and the injection at the linac
should also be studied so as to get clear picture of compensation using delta T method.
Let us have a quick look at the equations that govern the energy gain and beam loading for the
TWCG linac [4].
In presence of beam the power loss per unit time is:
dP ⎛ dP ⎞
⎛ dP ⎞
=⎜ ⎟
+⎜ ⎟
dz ⎝ dz ⎠ cav − wall ⎝ dz ⎠beam
dP
= −2α ( z ) P( z, t ) − i (t ) E ( z, t )
dz

The most general solution for above equation is:

V (t ) = E0 L

− wt
Q

e − 2τ
(1 − e )
U (t ) − E0 L
(1 − e
− 2τ
(1 − e )
(1 − e − 2τ )

− w ( t −t f )

ri
wLe − 2τ
L
+ 0{
(t − ti ) −
(1 − e
− 2τ
2 Q(1 − e )
(1 − e − 2τ )
-

)U (t − t f )

Q

− w ( t −ti )
Q

ri0 wLe − 2τ
Le − 2τ
t
t
t
{
(
−
−
)
−
(1 − e
i
f
2 Q(1 − e − 2τ )
(1 − e − 2τ )

)}U (t − ti )

− w ( t − t i −t f )
Q

)}U (t − ti − t f )

(6.12)
For ti = 0; t = tf and after 1 filling time:
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V (t ) = E0 L +

= E0 L -

ri0 wLe −2τ
L
{
t−
(1 − e
− 2τ
2 Q(1 − e ) (1 − e −2τ )

− wt
Q

)}

ri0
2τe − 2τ
{1 −
}
2
(1 − e −2τ )

for 0 ≤ t ≤ t f

for t ≥ t f

6.3.1: Calculation for E0L for above time regions
Consider the E0L term in general equation.
− wt

e −2τ
(1 − e Q )
V (t ) = E0 L
U (t ) − E0 L
(1 − e
− 2τ
(1 − e )
(1 − e −2τ )

− w ( t −t f )

)U (t − t f )

Q

For t ≤ tf:
− wt

(1 − e Q )
V (t ) = E0 L
(1 − e − 2τ )
∵ E0 L = (1 − e − 2τ ) PZT 2 L

(6.14)

∴
Va (t ) = PZT 2 L

(1 − e

− 2τ

(1 − e

t
tf

− 2τ

)
)

(6.15)

For t ≥ tf:
− 2τ

V (t ) = E0 L{

t
tf

(1 − e
)
e − 2τ
(1 − e
−
(1 − e −2τ ) (1 − e − 2τ )

− w ( t −t f )
Q

)}

at t = t f
V (t ) = E0 L{

(1 − e −2τ )
− 0}
(1 − e −2τ )

= E0 L

(6.16)
Hence:
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(6.13)

Va = Pc ZT 2 L(1 − e −2τ )

(6.17)

The loading term can be calculated and hence the final V (t) can be calculated.

VLoad

( t −t2 )
−2τ
i0 Ra ⎡
t
t − t2
tf
⎢(1 − e
=−
+ τ (1 − e −2τ ) 0
) − 2τ e −2τ
−2τ
tf
tf
2(1 − e ) ⎢
⎣

⎤
⎥ (6.18)
⎥⎦

Hence,

VACC = Pc ZT L(1 − e
2

−2τ

( t −t2)
−2τ
(t − t2)
i0 ZT 2 ⎡
t
tf
⎢
− 2τ e−2τ
+ τ (1 − e −2τ ) b
)−
1− e
−2τ
2(1 − e ) ⎢
tf
tf
⎣

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎦

(6.19)

Equation 6.19 gives the loaded energy gain for TWCG linac structures.
Till now we have assumed the RF power to be like square wave with no pulse compression.
However as seen from Fig. 2.7 of chapter 2, the LUCX uses a pulse compressor. So let us now
see how to introduce a pulse compression unit in our loading calculations.
We use Resonant Ring Compressor System (RRCS) at LUCX. The compression starts at 3 μs and
there after in 1 μs time, the power can go up to 3.2 times the original power. This power is then
split as shown in Fig. 6.4 below and then it goes to the gun and linac.

Fig. 6.4: Power distribution at LUCX
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6.4: LUCX accelerator with 100 bunch at 50 MeV
In the simulation results shown in Fig. 6.6, the power comes from RRCS system and we input
high power to RF gun and linac. The power that goes in linac is shown in Fig. 6.5. Corresponding
energy gain is also seen in the same figure. The linac receives power for 1 μs and acceleration
takes place only during this time. The beam has to be injected in this time window.
In the following explanation we assume a high input power of about 90 MW entering the linac
tube. The power is much higher than the present deliverable power to the linac. We explain this
situation a little later. For the time, assume that 90 MW power is entering the linac. Fig. 6.6
shows the beam loading characteristics for above linac in the region of interest. We launch a
multi bunch beam at 3 positions. Curve 1 corresponds to injection at 3.3 μs and curve 3
corresponds to injection at 3.25 μs. As seen from plot, in both these cases, bunch to bunch energy
variation is high. The launch time of 3.27 μs yields very good compensation as seen in Fig 5.
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Fig. 6.5: Energy Gain Curve with power multiplier scheme in the travelling wave linac.

Fig. 6.7 shows the total beam loading that we are attempting to compensate using the ΔT
compensation technique as described earlier in the chapter [5]. Once again, we show early,
optimum and late injection to find out if we can indeed compensate the 2nC per bunch with 100
bunches per train. We find that we can compensate to get a low peak-to-peak energy difference
with 50 MeV average energy, if we use a high input power of 90 MW going into the linac.
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Now let us check if we can use the existing low power scheme to achieve beam loading
compensation. In this case we can achieve a good beam but at low energies. This is clearly seen
in Fig. 6.8 which shows the comparison of 2nc per bunch, 100-bunches per train acceleration for
two different input power levels. For the case of existing RF system setup with one klystron and
hence low power of about 36 MW at the linac port, we achieve good compensation but the beam
energy is less than 30 MeV. For the modified RF system where we will have 2 klystrons driving
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gun and linac independently, we expect around 90 MW or more power at the linac port with
RRCS scheme. In this case we get good compensation at 50 MeV.
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Fig. 6.8: Comparison of compensation scheme for different input power.

Thus in order to achieve high energy and a high charge beam with low peak to peak energy
variation, we need to use a higher input power. Accordingly, a major change was proposed in the
RF system. We decided to purchase one more klystron and modulator for RF gun. This will make
RF gun system independent of linac system and we will have more control on timing in the gun
and the linac. This will also lead to high power in the gun and the linac and so we can achieve
high charge beam loading compensation with almost similar energy levels as of today. The new
scheme is shown in Fig. 6.9.

Fig. 6.9: Proposed power distribution system

The other change that was worked out was to achieve longer bunch train. The linac offers very
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heavy beam loading as seen in Fig. 6.7. If we increase the number of bunches in train, this
loading becomes more severe and the beam does not come out of the linac. This means that very
long bunch trains with high charge per bunch can not be accelerated to high energies using the
TWCG linac. In order to study the acceleration of many bunches in one train, we proposed to
remove the linac and use the gun to accelerate 8000 bunches [6]. In reality, the existing laser
system did not support more than 300 bunch operation and so we could verify our simulations up
to 300 bunch generation.
6.5: Experiment No. 1: 100 bunch, 40 MeV
The experimental setup for generation of multi bunch beam is shown in Fig. 6.10. There is an
analyzer magnet after the linac followed by beam position monitor, integrated current monitor
and an OTR screen. We can use the combination of these instruments and find bunch to bunch
energy variations when the bunch passes through the BPM. The analyzer magnet and screen is
used to fix the energy of the bunch. For this case the beam position is known using the BPM
signal. Now we launch a multi bunch beam. If the energy of a bunch is different from the average
energy corresponding to the analyzer magnet setting, it will pass through a different location
through the BPM. The BPM will record the position and the change in position with respect to
mean position can be used to find the deviation in energy for bunch by bunch case. Thus using
the screen, BPM and magnet we can measure the variations. The ICT is used to monitor if there is
beam loss during the measurement.

Fig. 6.10: Experimental setup for 40 MeV, 100 bunch beam

The linac is used to accelerate bunches to high energy. RRCS is used to enhance the power
available at the linac input port. The pulse width of input power is about 1 μs and hence very long
bunch train can not be accelerated.
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The initial settings are done and the energy spread is minimized in 4-bunch mode. The phase plot
is used to fix the gun injection phase and then the image of beam is obtained on screen MS4G
after the bending magnet. The linac phase is now adjusted to get minimum energy spread. To
achieve this, the acceleration of bunch is done off-crest. This reduces the energy gain but
minimizes the energy spread.
After above mentioned initial tuning, we launched 100-bunch beam with 0.4nC per bunch charge.
Then by varying the injection timing, we compensated this 40nC beam to get minimum peak to
peak energy variation. The Fig. 6.11 shows the result of such measurement. Figure 6.12 shows
the waveforms of BPM and ICT measurements recorded using an oscilloscope.

Fig. 6.11: Beam loading for 40 MeV in 100 bunches

Fig. 6.12: Oscilloscope waveforms recorded during the measurement. The red waveform is for
ICT monitor and it indicates bunch intensity at the location near the screen.
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Table 6.3: Comparison of beam loading
P [MW]

Total Charge [nC]

%dEp-p/E

39.2

40

0.7

40.6

42

1.4

42.1

42.5

0.9

The table 6.3 shows that as we increase the charge we need more power to compensate for the
beam loading effect. This is an expected conclusion and this is the reason why we need a high
power klystron if we want to increase bunch charge or number of bunches.
6.6: Experiment No. 2: 300 bunches, 5 MeV
As we plan to go for large number of bunches with high charge per bunch, the linac can not be
used due to heavy beam loading in the linac section. The position of beam will be displaced and
some part of bunches may strike the cavity wall thus damaging the linac. Hence, we decided to
remove the linac and use low energy beam for this experiment. The linac was removed and a long
drift tube was introduced in the location of linac. After initial out gassing, the system was turned
on. Figure 6.13 shows the new setup with out the linac.

Fig. 6.13: Modified layout with the linac replaced by a drift tube

The purpose of this experiment was to try for long pulse train acceleration which needs long pulse
power. So we decided not to use RRCS scheme and instead input entire klystron output pulse to
the RF gun. In reality this resulted in heavy out gassing and hence we restricted to 2 μs pulse
width. Figure 6.14 shows the input waveforms. The dark blue line is the forward power going to
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the RF gun while the light blue line is the reflected waveform. The pink curve is the cavity power
waveform. From the cavity power waveform, the filling time can be evaluated. We found that the
filling time for this measurement was 0.76 μs. After careful tuning, the beam was successfully
accelerated to the dump with no loss. Figure 6.15 shows that the beam indeed goes through till
the dump. How ever we found that the beam may have a long tail due to dispersion in the bending
magnet.

Fig. 6.14: Power waveform for low energy experiment. RRCS is turned off.

Fig. 6.15: Snap shot of beam position for 5 MeV beam.

After these initial settings, we planned the final experiment for 300 bunch beam. The Pockels cell
for laser is capable of generating long pulse trains, however above 300 pulses, the waveform
showed ringing and hence we can not use it for longer pulse train more than 300. For more
bunches per train a new Pockels cell was required. So we decided to limit the experiment up to
300 bunches. The beam was carefully tuned starting from 4 bunch mode and gradually the bunch
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number was increased to 36, 100, 150, and 230 and then finally to 300 bunches. Careful tuning
was done at each stage to ensure that the beam goes to the dump. The charge of bunch was then
gradually increased to 0.55nC per bunch. Figure 6.16 shows the results for 100-, 230-, and 300bunch mode operation. The 100-bunch mode was performed at a charge of a 40 nC charge; the
230-bunch mode, at 80 nC; and the 300-bunch mode, at 160 nC. Figure 6.17 shows oscilloscope
waveforms for the 300-bunch case.

Fig. 6.16: Curves 1, 2, and 3 plot 100-bunch mode at 40 nC, 230-bunch mode at 80 nC, and 300bunch mode at 160 nC, respectively.

Fig. 6.17: Oscilloscope data for 300-bunch experiment. The upper two waveforms indicate
position of bunches in the BPM while the last curve shows the current transformer waveform.
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As seen from above plot, we generated successfully 300 bunch beam at 5 MeV with 160nC total
charge. The peak to peak energy difference goes on increasing as we increase the bunch number.
For present case, 100 bunch beam leads to 0.36% while 300 bunch beam leads to 0.85% peak to
peak variations. Fig. 6.18 shows the comparison of calculated and measured values for same
input conditions.

Fig. 6.18: 300 bunch 160nC total charge generation
Table 6.4: Measurement results for multi-bunch beam
Number of bunches

100

100

300

Energy [MeV]

41.5

5.3

5.25

Charge per bunch [nC]

0.5

0.5

0.55

Peak-to-peak energy difference [%]

0.7

0.36

0.85

Thus we successfully generated a long bunch train with high charge. The next target is to achieve
2nC per bunch charge and accelerate it successfully at 45 MeV. This will be possible by this year
end when we make independent Klystron based power system for gun and linac. There after we
plan to achieve 3000 bunches at 5 MeV with 0.5nc to 1nC charge per bunch. The final target is to
accelerate 8000 bunches with 0.5nC or more bunch charge. Then we do multi bunch collisions
with laser to achieve multi pulse x-rays.
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Chapter 7: Results

This chapter summarizes the work done and lists down the important achievements of the work.
We found that the new RF gun helped to achieve a good quality beam with low emittance value.
We were successful in accelerating 300-bunches per train using the gun. This result is a boost for
our future work.
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7.1: Results
The improvement of the LUCX beam line was initiated in 2009 and it was planned to change the
RF gun, the power delivery scheme, the laser system and extend the beam line to incorporate new
experimental setup. The first three changes were to make a high charge multi-bunch beam with
good quality and transport it to the collision point. The new laser system will then make it
possible to use high power for collision with this high charge beam. The target is to achieve 2nC
per bunch, 100 bunch beam in the collision region with energy nearly 45 MeV. The collision will
then result in increase of flux from 105 to 107 or more photons / sec.
In this thesis, details of mode separated RF gun, beam parameter measurements and multi bunch
beam generation is reported. Let us summarize in brief some achievements of the work.
A) The New RF gun was designed to change the mode separation from 3.5 MHz to 8.6 MHz.
The internal profile of the gun cavity was changed to achieve a high Q structure. We
successfully designed a curved internal profile and achieved an unloaded Q of 14,700.
This is highest Q amongst all the RF guns we made. It is higher than the standard BNL
gun and also the new LCLS gun design. The increased mode separation has enhanced the
stability of the structure over thermal variations. The dark current of the new gun is found
to be less than that of the old gun especially at higher power. This will help in tuning the
system to low background during operation.
B) The increased mode separation has made it possible to operate the gun with less energy
spread variations over injection phase variations with high energy output. This stability is
one of the key features of the new gun. The emittance is reduced significantly and a good
tuning will ensure further low emittance beam. The stable value of normalized emittance
at the time of writing this report was 1.89 π-mm-mrad in the vertical plane. This value
will further go down after we do good alignment and good tuning.
C) By removing the 3 meter long linac, we successfully generated 300-bunches with 160 nC
total charge. The peak to peak energy difference for this measurement was less than
0.85% with average energy of 5.2 MeV.
D) With the linac in use, we generated 100-bunches with 40 nC total charge and peak to
peak energy difference less than 0.7% at 41 MeV energy. Thus we established multi
bunch beam generation for high energy-less bunches case as well as low energy-long
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train case. This result is a big boost in our effort to deliver long trains with high charge in
the measurement area.
E) The new RF gun design is thus found to be satisfactory and we found that the beam
quality is enhanced after installation of new gun. Further tuning and conditioning will
help achieve further better beam quality and will prove as a good injector for our
experimentation.
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Appendix 1
The 3.5 cell RF gun

After the successful design and development of the new RF gun with high Q and high shunt
impedance, we decided to make a longer RF gun based on the profile of new RF gun. The main
motivation for this new proposal is to make the acceleration system much more compact than the
present one. In present setup, we use 1.5 cell standing wave (SW) RF gun and 3 meter long
travelling wave linac to achieve 45 MeV. The total acceleration length is thus around 3.3 meter.
With the proposed 3.5 cell SW RF gun, we will achieve 10-12 MeV electron beam energy at the
gun exit. The 3 meter linac will be replaced by 0.8 meter long π-mode SW high gradient linac.
The design of linac is on-going. In this way, we will achieve 45 MeV, 8000-bunches with total
charge of 4 μC in about 1.2 meter acceleration length. This will make system compact.
Here we discuss the design and measurement results of the 3.5 cell RF gun. The gun fabrication
was finished in Aug. 2010 and was ready for installation.
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As discussed in the main thesis, we plan to make a very compact system to accelerate 8000
bunches to the collision area. To make the accelerating system more compact we adopted a new
strategy. First we planned to make a 3.5 cell RF gun. The energy of bunches after the gun will be
about 10 MeV. Next, we plan to make a π-mode standing wave linac with 50 MV/m gradient.
The 10 MeV bunches will be accelerated using this standing wave linac to achieve 8000-bunches
with 0.5 nC per bunch charge at 45 MeV in the collision area. The active acceleration length will
be thus reduced to 1.2 meters.
The design of 3.5 cell RF gun is similar to the new gun. We added two identical cells. The RF
input is in last cell so that we can use the same input setup at LUCX. To enhance the pumping,
we make two vacuum ports in 1st full cell. In addition there will be a vacuum port in full cell no. 3,
as always opposite to the RF waveguide slot. Fig. A1.1 shows the Super Fish profile of the long
RF gun.

Fig. A1.1: The 3.5 cell RF gun profile

Since this gun has 4 cells, we expect 4 modes of excitation with π mode being the operational
mode. We will get 2π/3, π/3 and 0 modes as well. Fig. A1.2 shows the fabricated structure. Table
A1.1 shows the simulation and initial measurement results.
Table A1.1: Measured frequencies of various modes for 3.5 cell gun
Cell Frequency

Mode Frequency

HCF

FC1F

FC2F

FC3F

π

2π/3

π/3

0

Simulation

2949.63

2849.61

2850.14

2852.36

2855.59

2853.09

2847.94

2843.57

Measured

2849.62

2849.63

2850.1

2852.33

2855.85

2852.95

2848.21

2843.75
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Fig. A1.2: 3.5 cell gun during measurement

In the above photograph, half cell is towards right end while the full cell is on left side. Figure A
1.3 shows the measured mode spectrum recorded using Vector Network Analyzer (VNA).

Fig. A1.3: Mode spectrum of 3.5 cell RF gun

The gun was be fabricated, brazed and tuned in Aug 2010. The final processing is planned in Sept.
2010.
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Appendix 2
Future plans

The work initiated at LUCX to generate high bunch charge with long bunch trains and to make
high gradient structures has tremendous potential in research as well as industry. The traditional
accelerator for cancer therapy application or industrial application is based on four decade old
technology. A compact RF gun can yield about 15 MeV energy in 30 cm length, thus making it
possible to make the acceleration unit compact and more effective for applications. In this
appendix, we discuss design details of the compact x-ray source using π/2 mode linac. We also
discuss an example of simple application for patient treatment based on a high gradient linac.
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A 2.1: π/2 mode compact source at 3 GHz in India
It is proposed to build an Inverse Compton X-ray source similar to LUCX as a collaborative work
between KEK and ‘SAMEER’ research lab in India. SAMEER stands for Society for Applied
Microwave Electronics Engineering and Research and is a research laboratory of Government of
India focusing on application of accelerator physics for medical treatment. We have already
developed and installed medical linac and completed 30,000 patient treatments in 2 yrs. The
operation frequency of SAMEER linac is 3 GHz. The main difference is that the linac used is π/2
mode standing wave linac [1, 2, and 3]. Such structure with high shunt impedance can yield high
energy beam in small length with less power. The proposed beam line will look as in Fig. A2.1
below. The main parameters for gun and linac are in Table A2.1.

Fig. A2.1: Proposed lay out of π/2 linac based beam line
Table A2.1: Gun and linac parameters
Parameter

RF GUN

SAMEER Linac

Frequency in MHz

2998

2998

Mode of Operation

π

π/2

No of Cells

1.6

23.5

Cavity

Standing Wave

Standing Wave

Input Power

10 MW with 6 μs (peak)

5 MW in 6 μs peak

Repetition Rate

50 Hz

200 Hz

VSWR

1.0

1.4

Q

14000

15000

Shunt Impedance (ZT2)

40 MΩ / m

87 MΩ /m

Peak Electric Field

120 MV/m

30 MV/m
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A2.2: Linac design
The basic design parameters of linac tube are given in Table A2.2. The cavity designed for the
linac tube is shown in Fig. A2.2 while the Super Fish profile for single cell is shown in Fig. A2.3
[4]. The linac operates at π/2 mode, hence every alternate cavity has no accelerating fields and
plays role in coupling the power only. These coupling cells are moved out of main axis of linac
thus making the linac a side coupled structure. In case of on-axis coupled structure, the length of
cells can be reduced to reduce the over all length of the structure.

Fig. A2.2: Linac cavity at various stage of fabrication
Table A2.2: Measured linac parameters for existing 15 MeV linac tube
Parameter

Simulated

Measured

π/2 frequency,

2997

2998

MHz

Side to main coupling

0.03

0.0267

%

Shunt Impedance,

100

87

MΩ/m

Q (unloaded)

16000

15000

VSWR

1.4

1.56

The choice of π/2 operation mode was made due to the fact that for this mode frequency is much
stable against the dimensional errors in fabrication and against temperature related variations. The
shunt impedance of an on axis coupled π/2 mode linac is less as compared to the π mode. But by
choosing the off-axis structure, one gets the advantages of π-mode like shunt impedance. These
structures are therefore very popular in making moderately high current, stable beam linac
structures, mainly used for medical applications. The structure design is very complicated from
fabrication point of view but we have successfully established the fabrication, tuning and
measurement procedure for the linac. All components are fabricated and brazed in-house at
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SAMEER campus in India. The 15 MeV linac structure contains 24 accelerating cells and 23
coupling cells. The existing linac tube has two and half buncher cavities for bunching the beam
from the dc gun.

Fig. A2.3: Super Fish plot of a single cell

The unloaded Q of the structure was found to be 15000 with shunt impedance of 87 MΩ/m
measured using bead perturbation technique. Fig. A2.4 shows the brazed linac tube. The electron
gun is diode type with dispenser cathode having current density of 2 A/cm2. This gun will be
replaced by RF photocathode gun as mentioned in the next section. The RF window is water
cooled with ceramic of thickness 2.77 mm. The window is capable of handling 10 MW peak
power.
A2.3: RF photo cathode gun
The existing gun in the SAMEER linac is a diode gun and the electron bunches are formed in the
buncher cavities which are a part of the main linac. The main disadvantage of such a gun is that,
the users do not have any control over the bunch structure. Choosing RF photocathode gun can
help get a very good control on bunch and the bunch train structure. The main parameter that is
against such a gun is the cost factor of a RF photo cathode gun which is much higher as compared
to a thermionic gun. At present we propose to use photocathode gun based on new LUCX gun
scaled to the new operating frequency of 3.0 GHz as shown in Fig. A2.5. In our setup, long pulse
RF will drive the gun and hence to avoid dilution of emittance due to excitation of zero modes,
we propose to increase the separation between operational π and zero modes to 10 MHz or more
while maintaining the field balance of half cell fields to full cell fields near unity.
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Fig. A2.4: SAMEER made side coupled linac tube. The diode gun is on the right end of the figure.
RF Window is on top and the in-built target for bremsstrahlung X-rays is on left opposite end
and not visible in this photograph. The gun will be replaced by RF photocathode gun.

A solenoid will be provided to achieve emittance compensation after the exit from the gun and a
good quality, low emittance beam with emittance less than 2π-mm-mrad is expected at the
entrance point of the first linac. The profile of the proposed RF gun cavity is shown in Fig. A2.5
and the main parameters are listed in Table A2.3.

Fig. A2.5: RF gun cavity profile using Super Fish code

A2.4: Lasers and the collision chamber
The X-ray source system will have two laser systems. One laser is used to generate the electrons
by hitting the photocathode. The beam of electrons is then subjected to very high fields near the
cathode in the RF gun cavity and the degrading effect of space charge forces is quickly
compensated to get a low emittance beam out of the gun. The beam is then accelerated to 45 MeV
energy using three linac tubes. Then using a quadrupole doublet the beam is focused to make the
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beam size of the order of 50 μm in the collision chamber. The second laser system produces
continuous streams of infrared laser pulses with bunch spacing same as that of the incoming beam
train and these laser pulses collide with the electron bunches.
Table A2.3: RF gun cavity parameters
π mode Frequency

2998

MHz

Zero mode Frequency

2988

MHz

Mode Separation

10

MHz

Field Balance

1.0

Q

15,000

The gun laser is a mode locked pulsed laser with 7W at 1064 nm to generate the laser pulses at
375 MHz. Using Pockel cells 2250 pulses will be selected, amplified and down converted to 266
nm using a BBO crystal. The pulse width of this UV laser pulse will be around 5.5 ps (rms). With
Cesium Telluride (Cs2Te) photocathode, assuming quantum efficiency of 1% this laser will be
sufficient to produce around 220 pC per bunch charge at the cathode.
The collision chamber laser will be a 1064 nm mode locked pulsed laser to produce uniformly
spaced, 2.66ns pulses. The collision chamber contains a laser cavity in which the amplitude of the
laser pulses will be enhanced and the collision will take place at the center of the cavity. The
chamber design will be as per the collision chamber work at LUCX, KEK.
Proper synchronization and low jitter operation will enhance the ultimate performance of the Xray source. The chamber will have horizontal and vertical movement using motorized system.
This is essential to move the laser beam to collide with the electron beam. The angle of collision
plays an important role to decide the energy of exit photons. With 20 deg collision at 45 MeV it
will be possible to generate 35 KeV Compton X-rays. Further it is possible. The parameters of the
proposed source are given in Table A2.4 below.
A2.5: Ultra light radio therapy linac
The present day technology (developed in 1970’s) has made it possible to deliver 6 to 18 MeV Xray photons to the patient for cancer therapy. The dose rate of such radiation oncology machine is
around 300 rads/min at 1 meter (RMM). In principle the linac is capable of high dose delivery,
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but the clinical radiation issues restrict the dose rates to the limit where the exposure is just
sufficient not to harm other tissues of the patient. It is essential from patient’s health point of view.
Table A2.4: Parameters of X-ray source
Parameter

Value

Electron Beam Energy

45

MeV

No of bunches

2250

per train

Charge per bunch

220

pC

Bunch spacing

2.66

ns

Transverse beam size

< 60

μm

Collision Angle

20

degree

X-ray energy

35

keV

X ray flux

4.1 x 108

photons /sec / 1% bw

Apart from the dose rate and stability, the isocenter height (height from floor to isocenter) and the
gantry weight are two other parameters important from hospital and doctor point of view. The
technology for linac in radiation machine is 40 yrs old technology and it can be replaced easily
with new work done in high gradient linac in past few years. Mitsubishi Corporation have already
made use of C-band linac based gantry which has easier motions and hence better dose control in
latest dose delivery techniques like Intensity Modulated Radiation Therapy etc.
We propose a new setup with RF gun based compact linac. In our proposal, we will make a small
3 and ½ cell (or longer) RF gun with laser port at 45 deg. for side-wise incidence. This removes
the chicane. The out put beam will be focused at the Gantry center location of rotary joint. The
beam will bend at this place and follow the gantry. With total 3 bends it will be possible to hit the
beam to target and produce high dose rates. The main feature of this system is that the gantry will
contain nothing but the bending magnets and drift tubes. This will reduce the gantry weight
significantly and a small gantry can be made. The isocenter height can be chosen as per
convenience. The current, most available standard isocenter height is ~ 130 cm, how ever around
120 cm or even low can be achieved in the new technique.
Figure A2.6 shows the SMR make existing gantry. Figure A2.7 shows the new proposal. This
proposal also is an out come of the experience gained at LUCX.
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Fig. A2.6: SAMEER medical therapy linac

Fig. A2.7: Proposed layout of compact gantry system
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Appendix 3
Modifications of LUCX
The existing setup of LUCX was modified after discussions and the beam line modification
started in January 2010 and completed in April 2010. The beam line was extended to incorporate
a new experimental station as shown in Fig. 7.1 [1]. A new experiment with Coherent Diffraction
Radiation is proposed [2] at the new station area. The beam now bends twice in the x-plane and
then transports to the vertical bending magnet, now pushed much farther than earlier. This has
made the collision chamber region easily accessible and the beam moves in different transverse
plane than the out going x-rays. Hence the back ground signal may reduce. Figure A3.1 shows the
modified layout of LUCX. There is no change in components till collision chamber, so the setup
for earlier experiment is maintained as it. As of Aug. 2010, the beam tuning is going on and
experimentation will start after radiation safety inspection.

Fig. A3.1: The new beam line. The position of bending magnet is shifter further ahead so that
the cathode to the dump distance is increased. Two additional bends are introduced. The
additional setup for coherent diffraction radiation (CDR) experiment is included after first bend.
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